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Sammanfattning
I moderna sjukhus arbetar man allt mer team-orienterat, vilket ställer krav på system och
programvara att stödja samarbeten personalen emellan. Inom sjukvården sker anskaffandet av
nya tekniker genom om offentlig upphandling, vilka är tungrodda processer som tar lång tid.
Detta leder till att många sjukhus har utdaterade system som inte tjänar organisationernas bästa.
Genom att anskaffa mindre, fristående system kan mottagligheten för de senaste teknikerna ökas,
och med denna kan även en ökad effektivitet av administrativt arbete uppnås, till låg risk och
med möjlighet till effektiv implementation. Av dessa anledningar har denna studie undersökt
vilka problem som kan förväntas vid utveckling av sådana system, och hur dessa problem kan
överbryggas.
Studien utfördes på Kliniken för Rekonstruktiv Plastikkirurgi på Karolinska Sjukhuset i Solna.
Vi använde oss av aktionsforskning, och utvecklade, implementerade samt utvärderade ett
stödsystem för schemaläggningsprocessen på kliniken. Studien består av tre faser: en explorativ
fas, en design- och implementationsfas, samt en utvärderingsfas.
Resultaten visar på att de problem som kan förväntas när man utvecklar ett fristående system för
en specialiserad kirurgklinik är: 1) att hierarkier inom personalstyrkan kan leda till att
utformningen av system inte accepteras, och att system inte bistår alla intressenter, 2) att
organisationens komplexitet gör det svårt att identifiera de underliggande problemen, och
definiera ändamålsenliga målsättningar för utformningen av systemet, och 3) att kombinationen
av 1 och 2 hindrar en ömsesidig förståelse för utformningen av systemet, de problem som finns,
och hur man kan lösa dem.
Vidare visar denna studie att problemen kan överbryggas genom att använda metoder för
deltagande design, användarcentrerad design och en modell för synsätt kallad computer
supported collaborative work under designprocessen. Vidare tillhandahåller studien riktlinjer för
hur dessa metoder och synsätt kan användas för att uppnå en effektiv implementation.
Nyckelord: Administrativa stödsystem, fristående system, sjukvård, användarcentrerad design,
deltagande design, computer supported collaborative work, designprocess
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Abstract
In modern healthcare organizations, work is increasingly team-oriented, which puts pressure on
information technology to support staff collaborations. Healthcare organizations are lagging
behind in the use of IT and often use outdated systems. A reason for this is the long and
cumbersome process of IT-procurement. Stand-alone systems can help such organizations be
more efficient, and receptive of the latest technologies, while conveying lower risks, and
increased chances of successful implementation. Therefore, this study has investigated what
problems can be expected, and how to manage them, when designing such systems.
The study was conducted at the Department for Reconstructive Surgery at Karolinska University
Hospital. Action research was used, and a system supporting the scheduling of doctors was
deigned, implemented and evaluated. The study consists of an initial exploratory phase, a design
and implementation phase, and an evaluation phase.
The findings of this study indicate that the problems that can be expected when developing a
stand-alone system at a small specialized healthcare department are: 1) that the hierarchies
among staff may lead to failure to accept designs and the designs not taking all stakeholders into
account, 2) that the complexity may lead to an inability to identify the real problems and define
appropriate design-goals, and 3) that the combination of 1 and 2 hinders a mutual understanding
of design-goals, problems, and solutions.
To manage the problems, this study suggests the use of participatory design, user centered
system design, and a computer supported collaborative work approach, and provides guidelines
for using these to reach an effective implementation.
Key-words: Administrative support system, stand-alone system, healthcare, user centered
system design, participatory design, computer supported collaborative work, design processes
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we present the background to our research as well as our problem, purpose and aim, research
questions and delimitations.

1.1. BACKGROUND
In the hospital industry, the work is carried out on a continuous basis, twenty-four hours a day, seven days
a week. There is an ongoing balancing act between delivering high quality care to the patients, having good
working conditions for the staff, and to have low costs in order to be able to make the most out of limited
financial resources. This balancing act is a perpetual struggle for hospital management. (Bourdais et al.,
2003)
Personnel scheduling in the general scope confers to the process of constructing timetables for the staff at
an organization, to be able to satisfy the demands of its services, and due to the many constraints, and the
complexity of the health care industry, it is extremely difficult to find good solutions to the scheduling
process, and there is a need for decision support tools to provide help to the right people involved, at the
right time, and at the right costs (Ernst et al., 2004). Ever since the 1970s, the use of software systems as a
means to improve the scheduling and operations in healthcare has been a common research topic (see e.g.
Ernst et al. (1977), Austin and Greene (1978), Mitchell (1975)), and has the power and ability to vastly
improve quality, lower costs, and reduce errors (Herzlinger, 2006). Even so, systems developed for the
healthcare often do not match the relevant characteristics, tasks, preferences and usability issues of the
health care professionals. The result of such implementations is a system that decreases productivity or
remains unusable for the client (Johnson et al., 2005). Several studies have shown that a large number of
healthcare information systems actually fail in supporting the healthcare professionals in their work (Berg,
1999, Tang and Patel, 1994, Patel and Kushniruk, 1999, cited by Scandurra et al., 2008).

1.1.1. IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
One definition of social sustainability is “a positive condition within communities, and a process within communities
that can achieve that condition.” (McKenzie, 2004)
With today’s technological advances in information technology, the inertia of healthcare organizations can
make them lag behind. In order to make hospitals socially sustainable it is important to keep them on par
with the rest of society when it comes to the utilization of information technology in order to provide better
care for citizens. One way of implementing the latest technologies and development procedures is to make
systems with stand-alone integration that addresses specific requirements of single departments (Zviran et
al., 1998). In this study, we have done exactly that.

1.1.2. THE DEPARTMENT FOR RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY
The Department for Reconstructive Surgery is a department at the Karolinska University Hospital where
patients in need of plastic and reconstructive surgery due to medical factors are treated. The system for
scheduling doctors at the department was a critical process, upon which the entire department relied. The
scheduling process was of a complex nature, involving many different stakeholders and systems, and
producing many types of documents that were shared between, and transferred through, the stakeholders
and systems. The tools used for scheduling staff were both insufficient and redundant. There was a lag
between planning input and output that could sometimes be several weeks, and there was little or no insight
into the process during that time. The time lag affected the patients by reducing notice times of when they
were scheduled for surgery, and errors resulted in double bookings. The scheduling was done by a doctor
with no administrative background. Our employer, the Center for Technology in Medicine and Health
1

(CTMH), had identified that the scheduling process was associated with unnecessary costs and susceptible
to human errors.

1.2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We identified the need for a new system for scheduling doctors and planning surgeries. The members of
the staff at the department were aware that there were problems associated with the schedule and they
specifically mentioned the long time the schedule took to make, that it was easy to make mistakes and that
it was hard to know whether information on printed papers was up to date. How well a system performs is
linked not only to its functionality but also to how it is designed. Therefore a new process was needed for
designing the new system.

1.3. PURPOSE AND AIM
The purpose of this study was to find a method for improving the complex scheduling process and the
resulting delays in other planning processes at a specialized surgery department, in order to make it less
time consuming and reduce errors, and to increase staff satisfaction.
Designing, developing and implementing a software system that improves the scheduling process was the
aim of this study.

1.4. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In order to achieve our purpose and aim we developed a specific set of research questions. They were also
used to ensure that the solution delivered to the department was adequate.
How can a supporting software system be designed to improve the scheduling of doctors at a
specialized surgery department?
From this research question we formulated three sub questions:
1. What problems have led to the issues with current systems and processes used in the scheduling
of doctors at the department?
2. How can the designing of a software system address those problems?
3. Can such a design improve the scheduling of doctors, in terms of time used, errors and, staff
satisfaction?

1.5. DELIMITATIONS
The nature of healthcare in Sweden makes it difficult to gain access to projects and resources needed to
conduct a study at several units. With the time constraints of this project, this made us decide to conduct
our study solely at the Department for Reconstructive Surgery.
Several systems and processes regarding planning and scheduling of surgeries and staff are implemented at
the Department for Reconstructive Surgery at Karolinska University Hospital. This thesis was limited to
only look into the doctors’ schedule and the systems and processes associated with it, and not scheduling
of other resources, such as other personnel and operating rooms. The reason for this approach was that
the doctors’ schedule was at the core of operations, and that the planning processes of the whole
department were dependent on it. Additionally, to give a thorough analysis of every system and process
implemented at the department was not a possibility given our time constraints.

2

Further, we chose to limit ourselves to software solutions and excluded making changes in organizational
structures. Although such changes may very well have been suitable for our purpose, they would most likely
have demanded financial resources for the department that hospital management would have to authorize,
and possibly changes in labor regulations for the staff. In addition to such increases in complexity, the time
frame would have been insufficient. We also made delimitations in the software solutions we considered,
to only include systems that would work with the systems already in place at the department. This was due
to time constraints, since changing IT-architecture at a large hospital is not manageable in the time frame
of a master thesis.
Finally, we chose to only draw conclusion about specialized surgery clinics in Sweden, since many of our
results were affected by how Swedish healthcare is organized and governed, and by personnel structures in
Swedish healthcare.

1.6. THESIS OUTLINE
This section presents each chapter of this thesis, and describes their contents. Because of the sequential
nature of our research process we chose to present our results and analysis in three different phases: the
Explorative study, Design and implementation, and Evaluation. The reasons for this were to better reflect
the work done, and to make our reasoning and analyses easier to understand.
Introduction: This chapter introduces the reader to the purpose and aim of this study, the problem at the
department, and the research questions used to address that problem, as well as delimitations made.
Literature review: The literature review provides the reader with previous research in the fields of
personnel scheduling and planning in healthcare, and software innovations in healthcare. In the latter,
sections devoted to designing software innovations for healthcare, implementing software innovations in
healthcare, and evaluating software innovations in healthcare, are presented.
Method: The method chapter describes the methodological approach used throughout the study. It
contains information on the methods used to collect empirical data, and how these were analyzed, and also
our research design. Specific sections are devoted to the three phases of this thesis: the explorative phase,
the design and implementation phase, and the evaluation phase. In this chapter, credibility, transferability,
dependability and confirmability of the study are also discussed.
Empirical setting: The empirical setting chapter presents the context in which this research was
conducted, namely the Department for Reconstructive Surgery at the Karolinska University Hospital. It
gives the reader understanding of the operations, personnel, and locations of the department.
Explorative study: The explorative study is divided into empirical results from the department, and an
analysis and discussion of those results. This chapter presents the information needed about the setting, in
terms of systems, processes and personnel involved in the scheduling process, to form a credible foundation
of a system that could be iterated upon in the design and implementation phase.
Design and implementation: The design and implementation chapter presents empirical data, and the
analysis of it, gathered when we designed the system in collaboration with the department. Because of the
participatory work process used in this phase, the results and the analysis were tied closely together, and
for that reason we present our results along with our analysis, rather than separating the two. The purpose
of this chapter is to answer research question two.
Evaluation: The evaluation chapter is divided into empirical results from methods used to evaluate our
developed system in, and the analysis and discussion of those results. The purpose of this chapter is to
answer research question three.
3

Conclusions: In this chapter, our three sub-questions, and our main research question are answered
respectively. Limitations and future work are also discussed.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
To better understand the problem presented to us, to be able to relate our findings and achieve the aim of
our study, we studied literature in three different areas. The areas we studied were scheduling and planning
of healthcare staff, software innovations in healthcare, and evaluating software innovations in healthcare.
The three areas are preceded by an introduction of the theories in a broader historical perspective.
Specifically the literature review was used to identify a relevant research topic. Apart from this, the literature
review was used to find relevant theory that enabled us to understand, analyze and draw conclusions upon
gathered data, as well as to form the basis of our research design.

2.1. INTRODUCTION
The planning of organizational resources has been a common research topic ever since the introduction of
scientific management by Frederick Taylor, and its models incorporated into numerous organizations.
During the early part of the 20th century, the focus of supply chain management models had a detailed
perspective on manufacturing operations, and with the introduction of computers in the 1950s it became
possible to automate and control of operations, through stochastic modelling based on historical demand
data and forecasting models (Olhager, 2013). Eventually, the computational power brought about a
fundamental paradigm shift towards efficiency and effectiveness of the production, and opened up for
finding optimal solutions and models such as just-in-time, and the Kanban system (Sugimori et al., 1977).
A scheduling software system accompanied by principles of how to manage bottlenecks was introduced by
Goldratt (1981), (cited by: Olhager, 2013) and the use of software systems as a means to improve the
scheduling and operations in healthcare became a common research topic, e.g., Ernst et al. (1977), Austin
and Greene (1978), Mitchell (1975) and Farlee (1978). Ever since its introduction, the field of software
systems in healthcare scheduling has been thoroughly researched by numerous investigators in the search
of optimal solutions and implementation plans of those solutions. During the course of our work we
identified two special areas of interest for our study: Personnel scheduling and planning, and Software
innovations. We sought to find the theories relevant to healthcare in each of these special areas of interest.
The following sections cover these in more detail.

2.2. PERSONNEL SCHEDULING AND PLANNING IN HEALTHCARE
In this section, an overview of the current research within the field of healthcare scheduling and planning
is presented.
Personnel scheduling in the general scope confers to the process of constructing work timetables for the
staff of an organization so it can satisfy the demand for its services (Ernst et al., 2004). The process of
developing a staff schedule is similar to a stage-gate process. First, the appropriate number of staff, with
particular skills, need to be determined to meet the service demand. Once this has been achieved, individual
staff members are allocated to shifts, making sure that the required staffing levels are met at all times, and
duties are assigned to the individuals for each shift, if applicable (Chiaramonte and Chiaramonte, 2008,
Ernst et al., 2004). During the whole process, all industrial regulations associated with the organization
must be observed and fulfilled (Ernst et al., 2004). The organization here, is a department at the Karolinska
University Hospital, and its service is to provide the best care to its patients with the given resources.
Bourdais et al. (2003) identify two main families of solutions when it comes to staff scheduling: rotating
schedules and personalized schedules. Rotating schedules are suitable for situations when the personnel are
interchangeable. In this context, interchangeable personnel means that staff members have no particular
expertise or proficiency that another staff member lack, and that there are no individual restrictions or
5

preferences that need to be taken into account. Additionally, the duties of the personnel do not require a
particular expertise in this situation. If a setting fulfills these constraints, the rotating schedule with its
repeating pattern of sequences of work and days off is particularly suitable and well adapted. In the hospital
industry, however, this is seldom the case. Staff members are likely to be unavailable due to activities in
other organizations or settings, and have highly developed expertise in particular fields due to the variability
in the work at a hospital. Thus, personalized schedules are typically used for nurses and doctors. (Bourdais
et al., 2003)
In the hospital industry, the work is carried out on a continuous basis. Clinics and departments often have
to be able to perform their work twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. There is an on-going balancing
act between three main objectives: high quality care provided to the patients, good working conditions for
the staff, and low costs. To be able to provide high quality care to the patients is a part of the mission of
the healthcare sector and applicable to any hospital worldwide. Having good working conditions for the
staff contributes significantly to personnel retention, and having low costs ensures that the hospital makes
the best of its limited financial resources. All of the three main objectives are equally important to fulfill,
but they are often contradictory. This balancing act is a perpetual struggle for the hospital management.
(Bourdais et al., 2003)
For example, the minimum staff level requirement must be satisfied so that the care unit can fulfill its
obligations, but at the same time it must be assured that each member of the staff does not work more than
the amount of shifts per day that is allowed by regulations and laws (Abdollahi and Ansari, 2013).
As early as in 1976, yet still applicable in today’s setting, Warner (1976) identified three levels of decision
making that need to be considered when looking into the scheduling of staff at a healthcare clinic:
I.
II.

III.

The staffing decision (strategic): dimensioning care units by determining the amount of staff
required for each skill.
The scheduling decision (tactical): building the actual schedules that specify when each staff
member works and what task is performed, in a scheduling horizon spanning from one week to
several months.
The allocation decision (operational): readjusting daily because of unforeseen events such as illness
or an increase in demand.
(Warner, 1976)

According to De Causmaecker et al. (2009); in solving scheduling as an optimization problem, constraints
are often divided into two categories to decrease complexity, or to make solutions possible at all. These
categories are soft constraints and hard constraints. Violations of soft constraints are possible, but the
quality of the solution is experienced as “better” if they are not violated. Hard constraints on the other
hand cannot be violated, and if they are it will make the solution infeasible. To make an analogy to the
scheduling of courses at a university, a soft constraint would be to avoid time-gaps between lectures on the
same day, and a hard constraint would be that the students and the lecture has to be at the same location.
In optimization problems, soft constraints are usually broken with the expense of some penalty and these
are generally regulated by hospital policies and might differ from setting to setting (Abdollahi and Ansari,
2013).
Due to the many constraints and complexity of the problem, it is extremely difficult to find good solutions
to the scheduling process. Optimizing the solution to minimize costs, meet employee preferences, distribute
shifts equally among employees, and satisfy all the workplace constraints is an even more difficult task.
There is a need for decision support tools to provide help to the right people involved, at the right time,
and at the right cost, in their development of personnel rosters and schedules. (Ernst et al., 2004)
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One way to make sure that everything is covered, according to Warner (1976), is to develop categories of
constraints and address them accordingly:








Coverage: Are the tasks adequately covered by the schedule provided? Otherwise the hospital
must call on additional personnel.
Quality: How good are the working conditions of the staff, based on union rules, hospital rules,
and individual preferences?
Stability: Are individual schedules fairly homogeneous? Then staff members can more easily
organize their social and family life.
Flexibility: How elegantly does the approach deal with changes from one scheduling horizon to
the next (personnel turnover, going from full time to part time, vacation, change of preferences,
etc.)?
Fairness: Are the tasks equally shared among the staff, while taking into account varying status
(seniority, full time vs part time)?
Cost: What amount of resources (human, time, computing power) were required to build the
schedule?
(Warner, 1976)

According to (Bourdais et al., 2003), all of these constraints, rules and regulations vary between hospitals,
and even between care units within the same hospital. Additionally, local traditions emerging over the years
play important role to how the scheduling problem is solved. Further, it is still common that the problem
is solved by hand through a lengthy process, and in the cases that automated solutions are implemented,
they tend to be strongly linked to a particular context. The common occurrences of automated solutions in
specific contextual settings has also identified by Ernst et al. (2004), although at a more general level and
not particularly linked to the healthcare sector.
When it comes to automating healthcare scheduling there are several different methods and approaches
that have been developed, tested and evaluated. The term automation in this context is strongly linked to
optimization, meaning that the scheduling is done automatically with the help of an algorithm to find the
optimal solution given certain constraints and acceptable levels of variability in uncontrollable factors, such
as demand. (Cardoen et al., 2010)
The lion's share of the theories that we encountered within this field are skewed towards optimization of
resources, e.g. finding the optimal scheduling of operating rooms, and then schedule the staff based on the
found optimal resource allocation (Beliën and Demeulemeester, 2008, Beliën et al., 2006, Beliën et al., 2008,
Lamiri et al., 2009, Marques et al., 2011, Min and Yih, 2010b, Min and Yih, 2010a). This type of scheduling
includes yet another variable, namely the patient. Hence, the scheduling approach must take into account
the variability of external factors that arise, some of which are linked to including the patient in the model
(Min and Yih, 2010a). For example, a surgery might have to be rescheduled due to emergencies or lack of
surgeons, but also that the patient can show up late to a surgery or cancel the surgery on short notice due
to illness.
Two ways to take into account the patient in the scheduling model are elective scheduling, and non-elective
scheduling. Elective scheduling is based on the assumption that a schedule will always be executed on time,
thus disregarding the external factors linked to the patient (Cardoen et al., 2010). Mathematical modelling
implemented with programming, such as mixed integer programming and stochastic modelling, has been
proven suitable for finding optimal solutions in this setting (Min and Yih, 2010b, Pham and Klinkert, 2008,
Lamiri et al., 2009, Zhang et al., 2009). Non-elective scheduling removes the assumption that surgeries will
always be performed on time, thus including the external factors linked to the patient. This has proved to
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be a much more complex task since the computational complexity markedly increases (Cardoen et al., 2010).
The aim when using these types of scheduling models should in any case be on increasing patient
throughput, improving satisfaction of patients, surgeons and operating room staffs, and maximizing
utilization of operating theatre resources (Guerriero and Guido, 2011).

2.3. SOFTWARE INNOVATIONS AND HEALTH CARE
In this section, an overview of the current research of information systems in health care is presented.
Further, the section is devoted to the process of designing, implementing and evaluating information
systems in healthcare. For clarity and understanding, we start by defining our interpretation of the term
software innovation. The term innovation is defined as “a new method, idea or product” by the Oxford
Dictionary of English. However, this definition leaves out the application of innovation in organizations
and how it affects the organization and its customers. In this thesis, the organization was the Department
for Reconstructive Surgery and the customers were the users of the innovative product. The product was
a software tool. In this sense, the term needs a clarification and elaboration of the original definition:
“Applying innovation is the application of practical tools and techniques that make changes, large and small,
to products, processes, and services that results in the introduction of something new for the organization
that adds value to customers and contributes to the knowledge store of the organization.” (O'Sullivan and
Dooley, 2008)

2.3.1. DESIGNING SOFTWARE INNOVATIONS FOR HEALTHCARE
IT innovations in health care have the power and ability to vastly improve quality, lower costs and reduce
errors (Herzlinger, 2006). But it is common that systems developed for the healthcare sector do not adhere
to relevant characteristics, tasks, preferences and usability issues of the user, and the result of such
implementations is a system that decreases productivity or remains unusable for the client (Johnson et al.,
2005). There are several studies showing that a large number of healthcare information systems developed
actually fail in supporting the healthcare professionals in their work (Berg, 1999, Tang and Patel, 1994, Patel
and Kushniruk, 1999, cited by: Scandurra et al., 2008). To increase the complexity, professionals in
healthcare units are increasingly working in a team-oriented environment. Hence, collaboration between
members of the staff is common, and puts pressure on their software systems to support those
collaborations (Koch, 2006). The information presented by the information systems need to reflect the
needs of the staff members that are using the systems, and as a developer, this means to establish a common
understanding of the setting and work routines at hand (Scandurra et al., 2008). In their article, Andersson
et al. (2003) conclude that it is critical that the understanding of work routines, information demands, and
other central preconditions at a clinical level, is assured before initiating a development process. This is
especially important in settings where the system is to support complex cooperative work processes
(Scandurra et al., 2008).
The previous paragraph can be summarized by saying that there is a need for the developer to delve into
the target organization, in order to gain understanding of the setting and the users of the system that is to
be developed and implemented. By working in close collaboration with the setting and involving the real
users of the system in the development process of it, the relevant knowledge and understanding can be
gained, as only the healthcare professionals themselves have the understanding of their actions and
consequences of their work (Scandurra et al., 2008). In their article, Vimarlund et al. (1999) found that a
mutual understanding between developers and care unit stakeholders is a good investment. To go about
this, there are a number of methods and theories that can be used. Computer supported cooperative work
(CSCW) differs from traditional work views by emphasizing the need to address cooperative work
processes rather than discrete tasks for individuals (Berg, 1998). User centered system design (UCSD) puts
the users in focus, thus letting them have control over their work. The users are more efficient, experience
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less stress, and run into fewer errors leading to an increased quality of service (Göransson et al., 2003).
Participatory Design (PD), in which the end-users are actively included in the development process of new
systems, lends the power of influencing the design solutions to the recipient of the system through
participation and active discussions (Kensing and Blomberg, 1998). Additionally, this method advocates
the inclusion of all the stakeholders of the system, such as managers, and users of process results who can
have major interest in the development, as fully-fledged members of the design team from planning to
execution (Scandurra et al., 2008). As described by Lyng and Pedersen (2011), the purpose of PD is to
establish a mutual learning space, in which the stakeholders of the new system can learn about possibilities
and constraints of new technology, while the designers of the solution can learn about the work processes,
work practices and strategic business aims, that can be incorporated into the solution.
Scandurra et al. (2008) recognize CSCW, UCSD and PD as powerful tools and theories in the development
of new technology for healthcare, but advocate a combination of the three. Through these methods the
developer gains specific insight to the setting and the users of the system. However, it must be kept in mind
that involving real users in the development process is often complicated, especially when the users have
limited computer skills or collaborate in non-computerized environments. It is common that they do not
know the system requirements, and in the cases that they do, they may have difficulties articulating them.
Additionally, representatives from different professions and work processes tend to focus on their
particular part of the work, thus not reaching the essential holistic overview of the entire work process that
the system is to adhere. (Scandurra et al., 2008)
Involving all stakeholders throughout the process of planning, developing, implementing and evaluating a
new system requires an iterative and reflective work process by the developers. To fully understand a theme
or a concept, it may be necessary to repeat the work done and reflect upon the new findings. As a result of
this, the recommended work methodology when incorporating the theories, tools and models from CSCW,
UCSD and PD into the development of a new product, is action research. (Scandurra et al., 2008,
Göransson et al., 2003, Baskerville, 1999, Foth and Axup, 2006)
Action research is well suited for entering into a situation, try to bring about change and monitor the results
(Collis and Hussey, 2013). As for the implementation, PD has been found to be particularly efficient since
the inclusive design process delegates some power to ordinary users, establishing ownership of the design
solution within the organization, and thereby facilitating a smooth implementation process (Bødker et al.,
2009).

2.3.2. IMPLEMENTING SOFTWARE INNOVATIONS IN HEALTHCARE
Each year, billions of dollars are spent in countries around the world on processes of developing and
supporting new innovations in healthcare (Cooksey, 2006, National institutes of Health, 2009). However,
only a small fraction of these innovations ever get fully implemented at the target organizations (Haines et
al., 2004), and for the ones that do, the implementation phase can take several years (Balas and Boren, 2000,
cited by: Chaudoir et al., 2013).
The implementation of evidence-based health innovations is a complex process, due to the big variability
in the innovation itself, in the location in which it is to be implemented and in the strategies used to
implement the innovation. Additionally, there is a plethora of frameworks created by researchers across the
world of how to go about implementing innovations in health care and what factors that affect the
implementation process. (Chaudoir et al., 2013)
Implementation frameworks are heterogeneous, and often have poorly defined constructs, and the
measures are developed without substantive theory or guidelines to support them, and there is no single
generally applicable theory that ascertains successful implementation of innovations in healthcare (Grol et
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al., 2007, Chaudoir et al., 2013). For this reason, the remainder of this section will present a selection of
implementation theories and guidelines based on their appropriateness to the setting of this study, namely
the Department for Reconstructive Surgery at the Karolinska University Hospital.
Zviran et al. (1998) identify two ways of system integration into healthcare settings: local integration and
hospital-wide integration. In their article, the recipient of the implementation was a local department at a
major hospital. In settings like this, the authors advocate a stand-alone approach of system integration.
Stand-alone in this sense means that it addresses specific requirements of single departments or specialties.
This approach has lower risks, higher potential payoff in the short run, and is an easy means of applying
the latest technologies and development procedures. On the down side, it may be unable to share data
among applications, and lacks the ability to transfer data from one system to another, due to the locality of
the integration. Adding functionality to existing systems and infrastructure creates links that serves as
bridges among local systems, thus allowing data sharing. (Zviran et al., 1998)
There is a plethora of books and articles identifying theories and models of how to implement innovations
successfully in the healthcare sector. Grol et al. (2007) conclude that most of the available theories and
models developed by other researchers are based on the same principles (Bartholomew et al., 2001, Davis
and Taylor-Vaisey, 1997, Ferlie and Shortell, 2001, Green and Kreuter, 1991, Grol, 1992, Grol, 1997, Grol
and Grimshaw, 2003, Kotler and Roberto, 1989, Langley et al., 1996, Lomas and Haynes, 1988, Mittman
et al., 1992, Ovretveit, 1999, Prochaska and Velicer, 1997, Robertson et al., 1996, Rogers, 1983, Rogers,
1995, cited by: Grol et al., 2007). From these articles, they created a framework that provides a model for
creating an implementation plan for health care. The following section is devoted to this implementation
framework.
Following the process theory, as developed by Grol et al. (2007), effective implementation requires a
systematic and well-planned approach that considers all relevant factors, as these factors can either hamper
or stimulate the success of the implementation. Thus, the complexity of the setting in which a change is to
be implemented must be fully understood for the implementation to be successful, both in the eyes of the
implementer (the person, group or organization wanting to plan and achieve the change) and those of the
target group (professionals, teams, practices or hospitals) receiving the proposal of change. The entire target
group must be committed to the implementation, and as far as possible be involved in both the
development of the innovation, and in the implementation plan. The plan must be incorporated into the
target setting. (Grol et al., 2007)
Involving everyone does not necessarily mean that they should all be presented with the same type of
information, and each level of the target group affected should be involved in different ways, with clear and
appropriate parameters about which decisions that can be made by whom (Øvretveit et al., 2007).
Moreover, Grol et al. (2007) make a number of recommendations: 1) using a sequential approach by solving
different problems at different stages, 2) linking the problem analysis to the choices of measures and
strategies to overcome the problems and finally, 3) monitoring whether the intended changes are being
achieved. The monitoring allows the implementers to evaluate their progress, and adjust the plan upon the
results of the evaluation, and a cyclic approach using evaluation and adaption enables the implementers to
learn from earlier steps and continually improve their implementation process (Grol et al., 2007).
Innovations that are evidence-based through good quality research may still face barriers when it is time to
implement them in a healthcare organization. The barriers to change may vary from setting to setting, in
the same way that there are varieties in clinical contexts, political and institutional settings, and the nature
of the research finding. Additionally, the barriers can interact in complex ways to hamper the
implementation of research. (Haines et al., 2004)
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In their article, Paré et al. (2008) find that there is a need for project managers to identify and pay special
attention to the high-level risks associated with implementations of clinical information systems, as the risks
vary in nature, severity and consequence. Chiang and Starren (2002), and Paré et al. (2008) identify 12 risk
factors for project failure in large and small software projects in health care:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Lack of commitment from upper management
No clear statement of system objectives
Lack of “project champion”
Inability to gain end-user commitment
Inadequate technology infrastructure
Difficulty working with “parent organization”
Inadequate skills of developer
Failure of system developers to understand project requirements and scope
Turnover of developer project team members
Unrealistic end-user expectations
Ineffective communication among project team and organization members
Insufficient user involvement in project design and planning

However, barriers one and two were found to have less significance in small software projects. (Chiang and
Starren, 2002, Paré et al., 2008)
Special attention should be given to the actual innovation. The scientific basis of why the innovation is
needed has to be clear, as well as the group or organization developing it and the ultimate form of the
innovation that is to be implemented. There are several characteristics of innovations that can either hamper
or promote the adoption of the innovation, such as: proposed changes, new technologies, and clinical
guidelines. (Grol et al., 1998, Orlandi, 1987, Rogers, 1983, Rogers, 1995, Spence, 1994, Wolfe, 1994,
Zaltman and Duncan, 1977, cited by: Grol et al., 2007)
A review of factors influencing adherence to the recommendations of guidelines found that complex
guidelines were less likely to be followed (Grilli and Lomas, 1994). Other studies have suggested that better
adherence is associated with the following facilitating factors:






the guideline addresses an acute rather than a chronic condition
the quality of the supporting evidence is good
the guideline requires few new skills and little organizational change
the guideline is compatible with existing values and
the guideline gives a concrete description of the performance that is advocated

(Grol et al., 1998, Foy et al., 2002, Burgers et al., 2003, cited by: Haines et al., 2004)

2.3.3. EVALUATING SOFTWARE INNOVATIONS IN HEALTHCARE
For clarity and understanding, we start this section by presenting our interpretation of the term evaluation.
In accordance with the one given by Ammenwerth et al. (2003) evaluation can be defined as the decisive
assessment of defined objects, based on a set of criteria, to solve a given problem.
In the healthcare industry, enormous investments have been made worldwide in the development of
software technology. When it comes to evaluation of those systems Willcocks and Lester (1993, as cited
by: Littlejohns et al., 2003) found that roughly three quarters of them are considered as failures. Friedman
et al. (1997) recognize that there are two distinct types of evaluation, formative and summative. Formative
evaluation strives to improve the information technology under evaluation by providing the developers and
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implementers with feedback, on which they can improve the solution. Summative evaluation aims to
demonstrate the outcome of an information technology, assessing whether or not the system can be
considered a success or a failure.
During the course of our literature study, we have sought out models, theories and tools providing
guidelines and systematic methods of evaluation of software systems in healthcare, and in the general
perspective. In the upcoming paragraphs we present our findings categorized into formative and summative
evaluation methods respectively.
Formative evaluation aims to generate information that the developer and/or implementer can reflect upon
and incorporate into future iterations, and the developer should make continuous evaluations throughout
the whole lifecycle of the information technology development process, along with validating and verifying
the system’s technical functionality with the users (Ammenwerth et al., 2003). But using evaluation as a
means to generate information that is useful to decision makers, the evaluation must cover many aspects
beyond technical functionality (Littlejohns et al., 2003). One has to take into account the interaction
between the system and its users in the evaluation process, and not only the technology in itself; the
evaluation has to consider the environment in which the software system is used (Ammenwerth et al.,
2003). Formative evaluation helps the developer in identifying potential problems as they are forming and
thereby facilitate the improvement of the system as it develops (Kaplan and Maxwell, 2005). These
evaluations also open the door for changing and varying the definition of the project scope in accordance
with how the system and the organizational environment mutually transform during the course of the
project (Kaplan and Shaw, 2004). Qualitative methods, such as unstructured and semi-structured
interviews, focus groups, observations, questionnaires and surveys, are applicable for gathering the type of
data sought in formative evaluations (see e.g. Brown et al., 2008).
As described above, summative evaluation methods aim to assess the value of a developed program, and
whether or not the system can be considered a success or a failure. Thus, the tools and methods used are
applied after the object for evaluation is implemented (Kaplan and Maxwell, 2005). There are numerous
methods and frameworks of how to evaluate the technical functionality and the usability of the system (see
e.g. Littlejohns et al. (2003), Holle and Zahlmann (1999), Talmon et al. (1999), Brender (1998),
Ammenwerth et al. (2003), Beuscart-Zephir et al. (1997), and Yusof et al. (2008)). Heeks (2006) identifies
that many of the frameworks and guidelines presented by researchers are either overly specific, focusing on
a single case study from which it is hard to legitimately generalize the conclusions, or that they provides a
useful practical technique but lacks in providing a clear conceptual model as a foundation for how to use
them. In their place, the author advocates a conceptual model of design—reality gaps, consisting of seven
dimensions that are intended to measure the gaps between the design of the systems and the reality at the
place of implementation. Furthermore, the author concludes that these seven dimensions are necessary and
sufficient to show how large design—reality gaps underpin failure, while small design—reality gaps
underpin success. The dimensions are information, technology, processes, objectives and values, staffing
and skills, management systems and structures, and other resources.








Information – the data presented by the system reflects the needs of its users
Technology – the system works with current software and hardware
Processes – the system addresses the work activities of its users
Objectives and values – the system addresses the cultural and political dimensions of its users
Staffing and skills – the system is adapted to the competencies of its users, both qualitative and
quantitative
Management systems and structures – the system is adapted to the organizational structure
Other resources – the system’s utilization of resources such as time and money
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(Heeks, 2006)
For each of these, the gap between the reality and the design can be rated and measured, and give a sense
of mismatch between the design and the reality. Hence, Heeks (2006) argues that the design—reality gap
model provides overall ratings necessary to estimate the likelihood of an effective implementation. An
effective implementation is taken to mean that the system is used and fulfills its purpose and by establishing
explicit clinical requirements, measuring and evaluating how well a system support those requirements will
increase the likelihood of clinician acceptance and therefore, the likelihood of a successful implementation
(Einbinder et al., 1996).
Another aspect that needs to be considered in the evaluation of a system, apart from the accuracy of
technological functionalities, is the issue of its usability. Usability, as defined by the ISO 9241-11 standard,
is the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified users achieve specified goals in particular
environments (International Organization for Standardization, 1998). In a study by Nielsen (2012), it was
shown that there is a correlation between user satisfaction and efficiency of work performed. There are a
plethora of usability evaluation techniques, e.g. heuristic evaluation, cognitive walkthrough, action analysis,
think-aloud, field operations and questionnaires and many of these are time-consuming and demand a great
deal of knowledge from those making the usability evaluation (Holzinger, 2005). During the course of our
literature study, we sought applicable methods that would fit within the given time frame and provide the
most reliable outcome given our expertise within the field of usability. Heuristic evaluation and think-aloud
evaluation suited our needs best, and are described below.
The ten usability heuristics developed by Nielsen (1995) have been proved to be a time-, and cost-efficient
tool for evaluating the usability of a software system. In particular, the heuristics are efficient for developers
who are not proven experts in the field of Human Computer Interaction and usability, and when the system
that is to be evaluated is not known by the evaluators (Swindler et al., 2006). The ten heuristics, which are
to be seen as “rules of thumb” rather than specific guidelines, are:












Visibility of system status - The system should always keep users informed about what is going
on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.
Match between system and the real world - The system should speak the users’ language, with
words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. Follow realworld conventions, making information appear in a natural and logical order.
User control and freedom - Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a
clearly marked “emergency exit” to leave the unwanted state without having to go through an
extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.
Consistency and standards - Users should not have to wonder whether different words,
situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions.
Error prevention - Even better than good error messages is a careful design that prevents a
problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check for
them and present users with a confirmation option before they commit to the action.
Recognition rather than recall - Minimize the user’s memory load by making objects, actions,
and options visible. The user should not have to remember information from one part of the
dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the system should be visible or easily retrievable
whenever appropriate.
Flexibility and efficiency of use – Accelerators - unseen by the novice user - may often speed
up the interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to both inexperienced and
experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions.
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Aesthetic and minimalist design - Dialogues should not contain information that is irrelevant
or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of
information and diminishes their relative visibility.
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors - Error messages should be expressed
in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively suggest a solution.
Help and documentation - Even though it is better if the system can be used without
documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such information
should be easy to search, focused on the user's task, list concrete steps to be carried out, and not
be too large.

(Nielsen, 1995)
Evaluating a system’s usability by letting the users think aloud while they interact with is has been proven
to be useful as it give insight into the user’s reflections upon the systems design and structure. Hence, it
provides the researcher with information that otherwise is hard to obtain (Van Someren et al., 1994). The
method is cost-effective (Wright and Monk, 1991, Nielsen, 2012) and does not require any expertise within
the field of Human Computer Interaction of the researcher and is applicable to as good as any system
(Nielsen, 2012).
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3. METHOD
In this chapter we describe what constituted our work during the study and how we reasoned in choosing
methods for gathering and analyzing data.

3.1. CHOICE OF METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
The purpose of this study was to improve the complex scheduling process, and the resulting delays in other
planning processes at the Department for Reconstructive Plastic Surgery (from here on referred to as the
department). To achieve this we needed to identify the underlying problems in order to be able to develop
a software system to compensate for them. We decided that action research was a suitable method to achieve
our goals (Scandurra et al., 2008, Baskerville, 1999, Foth and Axup, 2006). Action research is well suited
for entering into a situation, try to bring about change and monitor the results (Collis and Hussey, 2013).
Moreover, action research is a suitable approach for producing actionable rather than objectified
knowledge, and for our purpose may produce more valid results than for example a case study (Hearn and
Foth, 2005). Since the purpose is not to create objectified knowledge, reliability is of lesser importance than
validity. Thus we focused more on creating valid rather than reliable results. We also chose four categories
of rigor more suitable for action research: Credibility, Transferability, and Dependability and Confirmability
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985, as cited by Collis and Hussey, 2013, and Stringer, 2007).
There is an inherent difficulty in action research: that there are two different goals (i.e. creating knowledge
and creating effective solutions) that may or may not motivate different focuses in the project. Therefore,
the client and researchers must agree on the purpose and aim (Collis and Hussey, 2013). We continuously
discussed goals with our client as new findings were revealed, which made it possible for us to undertake
activities supporting both our and the department’s purpose.
The research was conducted at the Department for Reconstructive Surgery at Karolinska University
Hospital. The largely undeveloped state of current systems and processes for scheduling made the
department suitable, since it provided a good baseline. The current state also meant that the software project
could be made small enough to fit into the time frame of a master’s thesis while still be on the same scale
as the previous system. The following section thoroughly describes how our work was conducted.

3.2. DATA GATHERING METHODS
In this section, the methods used for gathering the data are presented and discussed for relevance.

3.2.1. LITERATURE REVIEW
In order to fully understand the context of the investigation as well as how to analyze the results of it, a
literature review was conducted. The literature review was conducted in each of the three phases that were
part of our thesis work, thus an ongoing process throughout the whole thesis. We used backward and
forward reference searching using frequently cited authors and the reference lists in the articles we found,
as well as new search strings as our knowledge and understanding increased. The tools used for finding
relevant studies were The Royal Institute of Technology’s database Primo, Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore
as well as the libraries at the Royal Institute of Technology and Karolinska University Hospital. The
following sections present what type of information that was sought during the study, and the reasons for
it.
During the explorative phase, our focus was to get deeper knowledge about methods and theories from
fields relevant to scheduling and planning in healthcare, which was the problem presented to us by our
employer the Centre for Technology in Medicine and Health (CTMH). It provided a framework for the
initial phase of observations and interviews in which we got familiar with the department and reformulated
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the problem as identified by CTMH. Theoretical fields that were covered in this phase included “healthcare
scheduling and planning”, “healthcare information systems” and “healthcare operations management”.
In the second phase of our study, which was an iterative process, we collaborated closely with the unit and
conducted several interviews, observations and focus groups. During the development of our solution, the
focus of the literature was on software innovations in healthcare. We aimed to develop deeper knowledge
and understanding of the difficulties and possibilities of developing software solutions for the healthcare
sector, and to prepare us for the end of the second phase in which we implemented our developed software.
During this stage, we focused on implementation of technical innovations at healthcare units, and studied
literature about difficulties of healthcare implementations, barriers to change, and implementation
processes.
In the evaluation phase of this study, the focus of the literature review was on evaluation methods, tools
and theories applicable for the healthcare sector. We identified, and delved into, two specific fields of
evaluation when it comes to implementation of software innovations in healthcare: the usability of the
system and the performance of the system. This part of the literature review aimed to give us knowledge
about available methods, tools and theories that would enable us to evaluate if our solution addressed the
need of the department, and if the system was usable in terms of its design.
Table 1 summarizes some general search strings used during our research, which were used to further
investigate articles containing information specific to our setting. However, during the analysis in each
phase, we cross-reviewed the data collected with literature spanning over these categories. For example, we
used literature covering software innovations in healthcare, and evaluation of software in healthcare in the
explorative phase to cross-review our findings during this phase.
Table 1. Search strings used for literature.
Understanding the setting

Designing a solution

Evaluating the solution

“Healthcare information
systems”

“Software innovations in healthcare”

“Evaluation of software in
healthcare”

“Healthcare operations
management”
“Healthcare scheduling and
planning”
“Staff scheduling in healthcare”
“Healthcare rostering”
“Mathematical modeling
healthcare”

“Design software for healthcare”
“User centered design”

“Evaluation system
performance”

“Software system guidelines healthcare”

“Evaluation system usability”

“Requirements software innovations
healthcare”

“Evaluation frameworks
healthcare”

“Implementing innovations in
healthcare”
“Software integration healthcare”
“Improve technical implementation
healthcare”

3.2.2. INTERVIEWS
The interviews conducted in this thesis were one of the most important ways to collect primary data. The
purpose of the interviews was to gain knowledge and understanding of the systems and tools used for
scheduling the doctors at the department, and how these affected other systems and processes present at
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the department. For this reason, we chose to conduct the interviews with all the personnel working with
the scheduling process, and those relying on the information produced by this process. Additionally, we
interviewed personnel with insights in IT architecture in healthcare and operations and management at the
department. These interviewees provided sufficient information for our purpose with the interviews. More
interviews were not needed since meetings, the focus group, and observations provided all other
information needed to answer our research questions. We conducted semi-structured interviews with openended questions and event-questions to ensure that the interviewees gave answers that reflected their own
thoughts rather than the general perception of the situation at the department (Collis and Hussey, 2013).
Table 2 summarizes the positions of the interviewees along with in the organization in which they were
working during the course of this thesis. The names of the personnel at the department are not presented,
in order to preserve their anonymity.
Table 2. List of interviewees in the study.
Code/Name

Position/proficiency

Organization

DM

Department Manager
(Doctor)

The department

Sched. Dr

Scheduling doctor
(Doctor)

The department

Surg. Coord

Surgery coordinator
(Nurse)

The department

Coord. Nurse

Coordinating nurse
(Nurse)

The department

CN

Managing nurse

The department

Johan Rinder

National Medical Care Coordinator/ former
Department Manager
(Doctor)

eHealth and strategic IT,
Karolinska University Hospital

Malin
Nordström

Moderator

eHealth and strategic IT,
Karolinska University Hospital

Linda
Svensson

Project Manager

CTMH

The interviews had durations spanning from 20 minutes up to one hour and 20 minutes and were held
face-to-face at the department or at the departments of the interviewees’ organizations. We were both
present during the interviews and both of us were taking notes in separate documents to ensure that our
notes did not affect each other’s, as well as to enable us to verify that we collected the same data. The
interviews were directed with the help of semi-structured questions that worked as guidelines to assure that
all areas of interest were covered. The list of interviews that were conducted is available in Appendix A.

3.2.3. OBSERVATIONS
Making participatory observations at the department was a core part of our data gathering. The strength
with observations is that there is no bias except the observers’ own, and this was important for us in order
to find the actual problems and not the problems perceived by staff at the department (Collis and Hussey,
2013). We made observations and notes of things such as problems, the reason behind them and how they
were perceived and solved by staff. We also noted whether the perception of problems and their solutions
changed depending on context, such as the origin of the problem and who was present. Additionally, we
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made observations at the ward for increased understanding of how the scheduling process affects
operations at the department.
When applicable, we did not state the exact reasons for our observations but merely introduced the overall
subject to the personnel being observed. The reason for this was to avoid demand characteristics, where
the person or process being observed change behavior due to the observation (Collis and Hussey, 2013).
All observations where marked with the time and place, and what happened. Before analyzing our data we
compiled and reviewed our observations. The list of observations is available in Appendix B.

3.2.4. PROJECT MEETINGS
During the work of the thesis we presented our findings to a large group of employees at project meetings
at the unit. These meetings occurred three times in which our understanding of the situation, our plan for
future work and conclusions thus far were presented to the staff at the unit, along with a session for
discussion that enabled the staff to give us feedback and speak their minds about the situation. The
discussions were documented by our colleagues in the CTMH program and sent to us for analysis. The list
of the meetings that we participated in is available in Appendix C.

3.2.5. FOCUS GROUP
We conducted a focus group with participants consisting of key personnel that were directly involved in,
or affected by, the scheduling system and process. Also, the manager of the department was participating.
During the focus group, the participants were encouraged to discuss their opinions and feelings of the
scheduling process, and the product developed by us. These discussions worked as a means to generate
new data that would be less accessible to us without the group interaction (Morgan, 1997). They were also
a means to reinforce our ideas and develop deeper knowledge of the situation, ensure that the needs of all
involved stakeholders were covered, generate propositions from the issues discussed, and obtain feedback
on our research (Collis and Hussey, 2013).
In preparation for the focus group we made a list of issues that was going to be covered. These were
presented to the participants along with a brief of the event’s objective. To get the discussion started we
started with a broad, open question after a demonstration of our product. We interfered as little as possible
with the discussion, with the exception of ensuring that all members had the opportunity to speak their
minds. (Collis and Hussey, 2013)
To make sure that the participants were not biased by our findings we gave them an issue that was to be
discussed and later presented how we, through our research, had interpreted the issue. This gave us the
possibility to generate new data as well as to reinforce and reevaluate our own findings. The meeting was
recorded with the permission of the participants and later analyzed. The main issue discussed during the
focus group was regarding the implementation of the system developed by us. Specifically, we discussed
the risks of project failure, and barriers to change, as presented by Chiang and Starren (2002), and Haines
et al. (2004), that needed special attention due to the nature of the setting, as recommended by Paré et al.
(2008). We also discussed how the department could manage those risks and barriers after our project was
finished. The material used in the focus group can be found in Appendix D.
Table 3 summarizes the positions of the focus group participants, along with in the organization in which
they were working during the course of this thesis. The names of the personnel are not presented, in order
to preserve their anonymity.
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Table 3. Focus group participants.
Code

Position/proficiency

Organization

DM

Department Manager
(Doctor)

The department

Sched. Dr

Scheduling doctor
(Doctor)

The department

Surg. Coord

Surgery coordinator
(Nurse)

The department

Coord. Nurse

Coordinating nurse
(Nurse)

The department

CN

Managing nurse

The department

3.2.6. EVALUATION METHODS
Three different types of evaluation were used: inquiry (design—reality gap interviews), inspection (heuristic
evaluation) and testing (think-aloud evaluation) (Bowman et al., 2002). Inquiry focuses on the user’s
perception of the system, inspection focuses on the expert’s perception of it, and testing focuses on the
interaction between the the user and the system. Combining these different methods provides more validity
in the the results of the evaluation the system (Rogers et al., 2011). Further, we evaluated the performance
of the system we developed. The following paragraphs describe each of the methods used respectively.
To evaluate the how well the systems reflected the needs of the department, we used the design—reality
gap model, as recommended by Heeks (2006). This was done in separate interview sessions with involved
stakeholders, in which we gathered qualitative data about each dimension of the design—reality gap model.
We applied the model on both the old systems and the new system developed by us to be able to compare
if there had been any changes in the perceived gaps.
As for inspection, the ten usability heuristics, as presented by Nielsen (1995), were used to assess the
usability of the old system and the new system developed by us. This was done by evaluating one heuristic
at a time, comparing how the system fulfilled the criteria of the heuristic. The evaluation was done separately
by the researchers, and later compared between them, and evaluated before being documented into text.
The think-aloud evaluation performed as instructed by Van Someren et al. (1994) was the testing part of
our evaluation methods. They were conducted with each stakeholder of the new system, and executed by
asking participating staff to perform ordinary tasks related to the system. They were asked to explain their
steps, how they reasoned when choosing to perform them one way or another, and what they generally
thought of the system, while performing their tasks. Thus, we were able to see how the stakeholders would
use the new system setting it was developed for, and collect data of their thoughts and reflections while
doing so. During these sessions, we remained silent as much as possible, to minimize or influence.
During the evaluation interviews, we also took into account the estimations of time and resources that
could be saved using the new system. The estimations were made by staff working with the scheduling
process, or in processes related to it. In the interviews, the interviewees estimated what tasks could be
eliminated, how long time those would take, and whether they could eliminate the use of two persons where
this was the case.
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3.3. ANALYSIS METHODS
In this section, the methods used for analyzing the data collected from interviews, observations and focus
groups are described.

3.3.1. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS METHODS
In this thesis, a general analytical procedure was used to analyze the qualitative data from the interviews,
observations, meetings and focus groups. The data was first reduced, then analyzed and presented in tables
and graphs if applicable, and finally conclusions were made and validated (Miles et al., 2013). The reason
for choosing the general analytical procedure was partly because that the qualitative data collection methods
used was of explorative nature, but also that we were not able to record all the data that was collected.
Hence, we did not have the possibility to apply methods for quantifying our qualitative data (Collis and
Hussey, 2013).
All data that was collected was continuously reduced and reflected upon by relating it to our research
questions and scope. This process involved selecting the relevant data that was focused on our research
questions, simplifying it and presenting it in meaningful ways. (Miles et al., 2013)
Presenting the data in matrices, tables and diagrams served both the purposes of detextualizing the data
and discarding irrelevant information, and are presented under each chapter of our three phases. These
representations enabled us to draw conclusions from the collected data. We cross-reviewed both raw data,
matrices, and tables to verify our findings. In some cases additional interviews or observations were made
in order to verify conclusions drawn. (Collis and Hussey, 2013)

3.3.2. ANALYSIS OF EXPLORATIVE PHASE
In the explorative phase, the purpose of our analysis was to serve as a credible foundation for a design that
could be iterated upon in the design and implementation phase. Overall, the analysis aimed to understand
the situation at the department regarding the scheduling of doctors, the systems involved in it and the
people and processes affected by it, and to present what knowledge we used in the design of the new
system. To achieve this, we cross-reviewed our primary data from the department with secondary data from
the literature study. To understand the complexity of the problem at hand we compared our findings at the
department to research within healthcare scheduling and planning. To understand how system functionality
and interfaces affected the complexity, we compared our findings to literature regarding software systems
and software innovations in healthcare. Ultimately, to understand what needed to be taken into
consideration when designing a system that addressed the problems at the department, we compared the
systems to theories within the fields of usability and human computer interaction, and how the systems
addressed the needs of the personnel involved in the scheduling process.

3.3.3. ANALYSIS DURING THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
The continued design of our software system was done in an iterative loop, in which we revised the design
and functionality in close collaboration with all stakeholders. During this phase, we cross-reviewed the data
collected with literature within the fields of software innovations and software implementation in healthcare
and theories within the field of usability and human computer interaction, to enable us to reflect upon our
findings and develop a system that was possible to implement, and remain usable after our work was
finished. The knowledge generated in each loop was used as input to the next iteration, of which the
resulting data was analyzed in the same way until the final version was ready for implementation. The
purpose of the analysis was to enable us to answer research questions one and two.
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3.3.4. ANALYSIS OF THE EVALUATION PHASE
In the analysis of the evaluation of the system that we developed, we cross-reviewed it to theories within
the field of usability and human computer interaction, and using literature regarding evaluation of software
systems in healthcare. We conducted a think-aloud evaluation with each member of the staff involved in
the scheduling process, using the part of the system that was intended for their specific work processes,
and collected qualitative measures of design—reality gaps of our developed system as suggested by Heeks
(2006). This was also done with the old system. We also analyzed both systems using the ten usability
heuristics as presented by Nielsen (1995).

3.4. RESEARCH DESIGN
Our research was divided into three phases. The explorative phase was crucial for us to understand the
setting at the department, regarding the systems and process involved in the scheduling of doctors. The
data collection and analysis of the explorative study formed a credible foundation for a concept of a
software system that could be iterated upon in the next phase. In the design and implementation phase, we
collaborated closely with stakeholders at the department, to reveal the underlying problems of those we
identified in the explorative phase. The results and the analysis of this phase made us able to answer research
question one and two. When this was achieved, we evaluated the new system with the department, to enable
us to answer research question three. In the explorative phase, we worked in iterations in which we gathered
data, analyzed the results, and searched for relevant literature based on our analysis. In the design and
implementation phase, we worked closely with staff incorporating methods from literature, and crossreviewed the results with relevant theories. Our work in this phase was not sequential due to its participatory
nature. In the third phase, no iterations were made at all, as it was a simple process of setting up frameworks
for evaluation using relevant literature, gathering data and analyzing the results. Figure 1 describes our
research design. The following sections describe our work in each of the projects phases.

Theory

Theory
Results

Analysis

Explorative phase

Analysis

Results

Design &
implementation phase

Literature
Results
Analysis

Evaluation phase

Figure 1. Research design.

3.4.1. EXPLORATIVE PHASE
Before gaining access to the department we prepared by formulating our purpose and research questions
based on the problem presented to us by CTMH. Along with this we conducted a preliminary literature
study to create a theoretical foundation and to find an academic approach to the problem. After gaining
access to the unit, we started the project by making an initial validation of the current problem formulation
as defined by CTMH, and reformulating that problem. This was done by making observations at the unit
and conducting informal interviews with personnel, paired with a review of literature within the fields of
staff scheduling and planning in healthcare, and software innovations in healthcare (see Chapter 2 Literature
review). This enabled us to propose a revised problem formulation along with purpose and research
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questions, which we presented to the department and our employer to assure that all involved stakeholders
agreed upon our findings and conclusions of the situation at hand (Scandurra et al., 2008).
After deciding upon the revised problem formulation, we further investigated the systems and processes
involved in the scheduling of doctors at the department with a more focused scope (Scandurra et al., 2008).
We conducted several interviews with all stakeholders, made observations and participated in daily work
routines to understand the setting in terms of systems, personnel and processes involved in the scheduling
of doctors. We gathered specific data about the system used for developing the schedule, as well as the
other systems in place at the department that was relying on the data from the scheduling system. We
identified how the scheduling process affected the other systems, and the staff working with them. Further,
we made a summative evaluation of the system used for developing the doctors’ schedule using the ten
usability heuristics as recommended by Nielsen (1995).
All of the results from the data collection were analyzed to review our problem and purpose. We
continuously cross-reviewed the results of each iteration with new and already processed literature, and
used the findings from the analysis as input to the next iteration of data gathering. This cycle occurred
several times.

3.4.2. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
When the setting, in terms of systems, personnel and processes involved in the scheduling of doctors, was
understood, we initialized the process of developing a product capable of helping staff address issues related
to it. In order to achieve effective implementation of a software system it is necessary for both implementer
and target group to understand the complexity of the setting (Grol et al., 2007). It was therefore important
for us to work closely with the staff at the department to achieve this understanding in both parties. The
data was obtained through observations at the department, project meetings with staff, and informal
interviews with the stakeholders of the system and personnel working with strategic IT in healthcare. After
gathering the data needed, we initiated the process of designing and developing a system capable of
addressing the problems identified in phase one, regarding both the scheduling system, and the effects of
it on other system and processes. We collaborated closely with staff at the department to ensure that our
concept reflected the needs of the department in its entirety, and that it would remain usable to the staff.
This was done by using a combination of Participatory Design (PD) and User-Centered System Design
(UCSD), using a Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) approach to the problem and the setting
at hand (Scandurra et al., 2008, Berg, 1998, Göransson et al., 2003). We collaborated in different ways with
different stakeholder and exchanged different types of information with them as suggested by Øvretveit et
al. (2007). We also worked closely with them in iterations, using a sequential approach to address each
problem found, to ensure that both the stakeholders and us had a mutual understanding of the complexity
of the problem, and that they were committed to the new system in order to increase the effectiveness of
the implementation (Grol et al., 2007). Throughout the lifecycle of the development phase we made
continuous formative evaluations (Friedman et al., 1997), using think-aloud analysis and heuristics, to
validate and verify our systems technical functionality and user interface with all stakeholders, as
recommended by Ammenwerth et al. (2003). This was done until we had a final design of a new system.
During this stage of our study, the underlying problems associated with the scheduling of doctors were
revealed.
To ensure that our system would be used, and that the work processes affected by it would be changed in
accordance with the new functionality, we planned the implementation stage in close collaboration with all
the stakeholders. This was done through a focus group in which issues of implementation success were
discussed (Haines et al., 2004, Chiang and Starren, 2002). As the design issues, such as usability and critical
functionality, already were addressed in the design stage, our focus lied in planning for how the department
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would manage the new system and processes after our work was done at the unit. The main issue discussed
during this stage was how we could ensure that the users would dedicate themselves to the new system,
and that risk factors for project failure were accounted for (Chiang and Starren, 2002). In short, in this
stage, our focus was to make all stakeholders committed to our developed software system (Grol et al.,
2007).

3.4.2.1. Development and programming work
When developing the MS Excel template we used MS Excel 2013 with Microsoft Visual Basic for
Applications 7.1. These tools were chosen because of their portability and because they fit in the existing
infrastructure at the department. Visual basic was used to automate different tasks for the scheduling doctor
as well as to format and link data in the different views in the schedule. The Visual Basic code can be found
in Appendix I.
For developing the communications tool prototype we chose to use a Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP server
(LAMP). The main reason for this was that a LAMP is easy to set up and provides feedback on web apps
instantly. We used an AngularJS front-end because of its suitability in developing graphical interfaces (it has
a very well defined model-view-control design pattern). AngularJS also enables other developers to easily
grasp and take control over someone else’s code, because of the ability to create reusable building blocks
that replace long pieces of code. The back-end used was simple PHP5-scripts that handled authentication
and database manipulation. We chose to replace MySQL with MongoDB since it works well with the JSONstrings used by AngularJS, without having to write code for converting objects into table data. The code
used in the prototype can be found in Appendix J.

3.4.3. EVALUATION PHASE
The evaluation phase was the final stage of the implementation of the new system that we developed. In
this phase we used summative evaluations to see whether our product actually helped staff in the ways
intended, and that the solution reflected the functionality and usability that was needed (Friedman et al.,
1997). To evaluate how well the solution was adapted to the needs of the department in its entirety we used
the design—reality gaps model as presented by Heeks (2006) in participation with the stakeholders involved
in the scheduling process. To evaluate the usability of our developed system, we used the ten usability
heuristics by Nielsen (1995), and conducted think-aloud evaluations with the scheduling doctor, the ward
coordinators and the surgery coordinator as suggested by Van Someren et al. (1994) to specifically evaluate
the system interfaces. Finally, we tested our developed product at the computers at the department in
participation with the intended users, to ensure that it did not contain any hidden errors regarding computer
architecture or software system versions, and to replicate a natural situation for the users of the system.

3.5. CREDIBILITY, TRANSFERABILITY, DEPENDABILITY, AND CONFIRMABILITY
In this study, action research was used. For this reason, we chose to validate our study through the four
categories credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability, as recommended by (Lincoln and Guba, 1985,
cited by Collis and Hussey, 2013, and Stringer, 2007). Each of these is recounted for in the upcoming
sections.

3.5.1. CREDIBILITY
During the course of this study we were at the Department for Reconstructive Surgery most days of the
week over a period of 17 weeks. Even when not making observations, or otherwise collecting data, we
chose to work with our research on site, in order to better get to know the staff and the setting. We spent
some days participating actively in daily work, and others making passive observation or conducting
interviews and group activities, as part of the data collection process. We also participated actively in
department meetings, both with nurses and doctors. At three of the department wide meetings, we
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presented our research and exchanged thoughts with, and answered questions to, doctors and nurses. We
collaborated closely with staff throughout our study to gain a deep understanding of the operations at the
department, and also interviewed two people working strategically with IT at the Karolinska University
Hospital. We used many different data collection and analysis methods from different fields of research,
and used them to triangulate the results in or analyses. When documenting by notes we took notes
separately and compared them, which also is a form of triangulation. We continuously discussed our
findings between us and with staff at the department. In addition to this, we had weekly meetings with our
point of contact at the Centre for Technology in Medicine and Health in which we discussed our findings,
and how to interpret them. The contact had spent four months at the department prior to the start of our
study, and was part of the team that defined the initial problem presented to us. Taken together, this adds
up to a high level of credibility in our thesis.

3.5.2. TRANSFERABILITY
When analyzing the context, we have taken into account both the individuals and specifics of the
department on one hand, and the more general aspects of the context (i.e. a specialized surgery department)
on the other. This meant that we were able to separate the results that were specific to our case from those
specific to such a setting. Hence, we could draw conclusions from our analyses that could be generalized
to apply to similar settings. This means that the transferability of this study is good when taking into account
the delimitations we made.

3.5.3. DEPENDABILITY
When conducting our research we have made sure to study relevant literature on methods for conducting
action research, as well as literature on staff scheduling and planning in healthcare, and software innovations
in healthcare. With these, we were able to form a sound research design based on established and recognized
methods. Also, this enabled us to construct frameworks for data gathering and analysis based on relevant
theories, in order to be able to systematically gather and analyze data in a meaningful way, in relation to our
research questions. Although, due the time constraint, we were not able to rigorously document all data
gathered with transcripts and extensive summaries, we did so when the data collected demanded it. We did
however make records of all interviews and observation and other data gathering activities. Thus, the
dependability of the research could have been higher, given that more time could have been spent
documenting the data gathered. However, this would have impaired our credibility, given the time
constraints. The steps taken are sufficient to ensure dependability to a degree expected from a master’s
thesis.

3.5.4. CONFIRMABILITY
We have described all steps taken during the course of our research and all methods used for data gathering
and analysis in each phase. We have also made sure to emphasize the analyses and discussions most relevant
to our conclusions in each analysis of the three phases of our study to make visible how those conclusions
were reached. This should give our research sufficient confirmability.

3.6. ETHICAL ASPECTS AND CONFIDENTIALITY
This project was conducted at the Department for Reconstructive Surgery at the Karolinska University
Hospital. One of the conditions that had to be fulfilled was that we followed the regulations regarding
confidentiality of patient data and identity, as defined by Swedish law (SFS 2010:659). Before the start of
our work we signed a nondisclosure agreement at the department to that purpose. It was agreed that
sensitive information that could in any way reveal the identity of patients could not be disclosed to a third
party, and as the department is the only department in Sweden that performs transsexual surgeries we had
to take extra precaution in handling the data that was collected.
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Further, it was agreed that the names of the personnel involved in the scheduling process would not be
disclosed in the report. For this reason, all tables, figures and other presentations of the personnel have
been given notations based on their position and proficiency. Only the researchers and the personnel at the
department are aware of the mapping between the notations and the actual persons.
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4. EMPIRICAL SETTING
The following section describes the setting at the Department for Reconstructive Surgery at the
Karolinska University Hospital.
The Department for Reconstructive Surgery at the Karolinska University Hospital is where patients in need
of plastic and reconstructive surgery due to medical factors are treated. There are 25 doctors, 8
administrators, 40 nurses and 14 nursing assistants working at the department. It is an attractive workplace,
and many doctors apply for residency in order to become plastic surgeons, more than the department can
hire. As there are many different types of surgeries performed, although many of them are standard
procedures, there is a need for many types of surgical expertise. When a patient is scheduled for surgery it
is critical that a surgeon able to perform that procedure is on duty. Therefore, scheduling of surgeries are
made on the basis of which doctors/surgeons that are on duty, rather than scheduling the doctors/surgeons
on the basis of which surgeries are to be performed. This means that the doctors’ schedule is done before
the scheduling of surgeries. For example, if a patient needs a surgery where a part of the cheekbone needs
to be replaced, he/she will be scheduled for surgery on a day when there is a surgeon on duty able to
perform a cheekbone surgery. All doctors at the department are highly specialized surgeons which also
contributed to the problems with scheduling at the department. Other factors that contributed to those
problems were workplace politics, and that there were hierarchies and segregation between the different
personnel categories (i.e. doctors, nurses, and administrative personnel).

4.1. LOCATIONS
The department is spread out over three different floors. On the three floors are the operating theatre, the
nursing ward, and the clinic respectively. It is difficult to find one’s way between the different locations and
signs are sparse. The way that the department is spread over different locations affects the communication
between them. It made it difficult to communicate effectively, for nurses especially, since they work in one
specific location.
The clinic, which was the main subject of study, is located in one of the hospitals wings and can be difficult
to find for new patients. The clinic is where all consultations with doctors and patients take place, such as
revisits for checking on surgical wounds, evaluating whether surgery is motivated or necessary and other
consultations. The clinic also has two polyclinic surgery rooms where small outpatient procedures that do
not require anesthesia are done. It is also the administrative center of the clinic, where all the planning and
management work is done.
The nursing ward is where the department has its hospital beds and where patients are admitted before and
after surgery. The nursing ward is located on the floor above the clinic, and it is staffed 24 hours a day, 7
days a week with nurses and one on-call doctor, who makes rounds and sees to the patients. It is one of
the few wards where burn victims are cared for and since the healing process can be very long for them, it
can sometimes be difficult to plan. The department adheres to the patient responsible doctor principle,
which means that a patient has the same doctor for consultation before surgery, the surgery itself, and
follow up and monitoring after the surgery. For this reason, all doctors need to be at the ward at times to
see their patients.
The operating theatre has three operating rooms were all the surgeries scheduled at the department are
performed. As the operating rooms are a very costly resource, it is a priority for the department manager
to make sure that they are utilized as much as possible. It is possible to perform four surgeries a day for
each operating room, but as some surgeries can take an entire day, while other surgeries are performed
within the hour, it is usual that 3-12 surgeries are planned each day. All surgeries are done between 8 am
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and 3.30 pm. There are many types of surgeries that can be performed at the department, and it is the only
surgical department in Sweden that has the expertise available to perform sex reassignment surgeries. The
operating theatre is located two floors up from the clinic. There are also external operating rooms at Astrid
Lindgren Children’s Hospital and Karolinska University Hospital in Huddinge, south of Stockholm.

4.2. SURGERIES AND SCHEDULING OF DOCTORS
Each year, about 375 breast reconstruction surgeries, 550 excisions of skin, 290 craniofacial surgeries and
150 transsexual surgeries are performed by the department. During the surgeries there are usually six to
seven persons from the staff present, up to a maximum of ten persons. The amount of surgeries performed
differs from three to twelve per day, depending on the complexity of the surgeries scheduled. Some
surgeries are done within the hour while others take a full day of work. At the time of writing there were
no outpatient surgeries performed at the department’s operating theatre. Since each of the surgeons are
specialized within different and narrow work fields, it is necessary to know which surgeon that is currently
on duty when scheduling surgeries. The way this is achieved at the department is through starting by
scheduling the doctors and later match patient surgeries with the expertise currently on duty. For example,
if a patient needs a surgery where a part of the cheekbone needs to be replaced, he/she will be scheduled
for surgery on a day when there is a surgeon on duty able to perform a cheekbone surgery. This means that
the doctors’ schedule is done before the scheduling of surgeries.
The scheduling of doctors is thus a critical process, upon which the entire department is reliant. The
scheduling process is of a complex nature, involving many different stakeholders and systems, and
producing many types of documents that are shared between the stakeholders working in several systems.
The tools used for scheduling staff are both insufficient and redundant. There is a lag between planning
input and output that can sometimes be several weeks, and there is little or no insight into the process
during this time. This time lag reflects upon the patients as short notice of when they are scheduled for
surgery. The scheduling is done by a doctor with no administrative background, who during that time
cannot work in the line of his or her proficiency. Our employer, the Center for Technology in Medicine
and Health (CTMH), identified that the scheduling process was associated with unnecessary costs and
susceptible to human errors.
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5. THE EXPLORATIVE STUDY
This chapter presents data collected from the first phase of our research and our analysis leading up to our
first design iteration. First, we present the results about the systems and processes regarding scheduling and
planning of doctors at the clinic, the personnel involved in those processes, and how other systems and
processes were affected. After that, we present the analysis of the results, and discuss them through previous
research presented in the literature chapter. The purpose of the analysis was to form a deeper understanding
of the situation at the department, and form a foundation for a credible solution that could be iterated on
in the system design phase.

5.1. RESULTS OF THE EXPLORATIVE STUDY
In this section, the results from the empirical data gathering methods at the department are presented. We
present results regarding systems and personnel involved in the scheduling of doctors, along with the
process of developing the doctors’ schedule, and the associated work processes of other systems relying on
the data in the schedule.

5.1.1. SYSTEMS AND PERSONNEL
More than five persons in the staff were involved in the scheduling and planning of doctors at the clinic.
These persons used at least three different IT-systems supplemented by paper systems to support their
work and to store and present the data needed. Table 4 summarizes the roles, responsibilities and systems
used by the staff involved in the scheduling process. The systems used, and how they affected personnel
and processes in the scheduling of doctors, will be recounted for in the upcoming sections.
Table 4. Roles, responsibilities and systems used by department staff
Role / Proficiency

Responsibility

Surgeons

Doctor

Communicate information of desires of when to be off E-mail
duty

no

Scheduling doctor

Scheduling of the doctors at the clinic

Excel

no

Ward Coordinator

Transfer the doctors’ schedule into TakeCare

TakeCare

no

Managing nurse

Transfer the doctors’ schedule into TakeCare

TakeCare

no

Surgery
Coordinator

no

Nurse

Match surgeries to the schedule, updating surgery binder ORBIT
and ORBIT
Surgery
binder

Clinic Manager

Approve leaves, overtime and the final schedule

no

Doctor
Nurse
Nurse

Doctor

System

D/K

A/E

Abbreviations: A/E Administrative education, D/K Unknown to the researchers
The remainder of this section describes the systems used at the clinic that were part of, or affected by, the
scheduling process.

5.1.1.1. TakeCare
TakeCare is an information system used at the Karolinska University Hospital. It was implemented in all
hospitals in the entire Stockholm County in 2004 as a means to centralize patient data, care planning and
staff schedules in the Karolinska Institute organization, and to function as a single sign-on system to be
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used at the hospital. In terms of the scheduling of doctors at the clinic, the system is not used for developing
the schedule, but to store its data and make it accessible throughout the organization. Thus, the correctness
of the data found in the system is dependent on the data produced by the scheduling doctor using Microsoft
Excel.

5.1.1.2. ORBIT
ORBIT is the system used for surgery planning at the clinic since TakeCare is not suited for this task. It
contains patient information such as medications or other special circumstances that affects the procedure,
the surgery type, which operating room that is to be used, equipment, and all the personnel that will be
working in the operating room. It is used by the staff to prepare a room and a patient for the procedure
and to evaluate after the procedure is finished. ORBIT gets some of its data automatically from TakeCare.
This was the main tool used by the surgery coordinator together with the surgery binder, which will be
discussed in the next section.

5.1.1.3. The surgery binder
The surgery binder is a week-by-week overview of surgeries planned at the clinic and was used by the
surgery coordinator when planning the surgeries. Most of the information in the surgery binder can be
found in ORBIT, and the information that cannot be found in ORBIT can be found in TakeCare. There
is only one physical copy of the surgery binder and it resides on the desk of the surgery coordinator.

5.1.1.4. E-mail
The general tool for communication regarding the doctors’ schedule that was used at the clinic was e-mail.
Specifically, it was used in collecting the pre-conditions needed by the scheduling doctor to start the process
of developing the schedule and to send the final schedule for review. After the initial collection of
preconditions, e-mail was used as the means for communication of changes and deconfliction of the
schedule.

5.1.1.5. Microsoft Excel
The core for the scheduling process was the development of the doctors’ schedule, using Microsoft Excel
as a tool. The scheduling doctor made a map of all the doctors’ desires of when to be off duty to plan the
clinics operations week by week. The scheduling involved ensuring that each proficiency was on duty each
week, that there were no redundancies in surgeon proficiency leading to other surgeries being impossible
to perform, that all on-call lists were accurate and fair, that each conference that doctors regularly attended
was accounted for, and all other deviations that could occur each week. The scheduling doctor planned the
operations at the clinic three times a year, taking up three weeks of full-time work. The following section
thoroughly describes each function in the schedule, how they were used and what data that was produced.

5.1.2. CREATING THE DOCTORS ’ SCHEDULE
The process of developing the doctors’ schedule was complex, and the one doctor being responsible for it
needed to take into account numerous factors. The upcoming sections present what knowledge that was
needed by the scheduling doctor, and how the scheduling of doctors was done.

5.1.2.1. Knowledge needed by the scheduling doctor
Surgery planning and staff scheduling demanded a great deal of knowledge and of coordination. The surgery
planning was highly dependent on which surgeons that were working at any given time. The surgeons at
the clinic were highly specialized, and most of them performed a specific set of surgeries. They also took
different amounts of time for the same surgery, which meant that the type of surgery that was to be planned,
and how many, depended on the expertise and efficiency of the surgeons. Additionally, different surgeries
demanded different amounts of in-hospital recuperation. If the wrong combinations of surgeons were
planned at the surgery clinic, the post-surgery department would either have more patients than beds, or
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too few patients. This would result in predicaments for the clinic, such as having to take in patients from
other parts of the hospital or not being able to perform surgeries as there would be nowhere for the patients
to recuperate. This meant that the scheduling doctor needed to be familiar with the expertise of each
surgeon, their capabilities, mean surgery-time as well as all surgery procedures and the amount of
recuperation needed for them. Moreover, a factor that needed consideration was that most doctors only
worked part time at the clinic and part time with research, teaching or with external commitments at other
departments within the hospital, or at private clinics. Another factor was that the doctors often had oneoff irregular assignments to conferences or educational duties. There was also a need to take into account
labor regulations and vacation time that had to be planned for, as well as making sure that the surgical
expertise at the clinic was evenly distributed over the weeks. Additionally, since the doctors needed time to
prepare and follow up on the patients before and after the surgeries, no doctor could be in surgery on full
time.
The scheduling of doctors was done in three steps: 1) collecting pre-conditions, 2) making the schedule and
3) sending it for review.

5.1.2.2. Collecting pre-conditions
In the beginning of a planning period, the scheduling doctor sent out a form to be filled out by the doctors
at the department regarding their vacations and desires of when to be off duty. Each doctor was responsible
for returning the form on time as an e-mail attachment before a deadline set by the scheduling doctor, even
though the overall responsibility was on the scheduling doctor, as the process of creating the schedule was
dependent on the information from the doctors. The information contained in the forms, consisting of
which dates and weeks the doctor wishes to be vacant, were summarized and concluded upon. When all
forms were collected the scheduling doctor started scheduling the doctors at the unit.

5.1.2.3. Making the schedule and sending it for review
When the scheduling doctor had collected all pre-conditions from the other doctors at the department the
work of fitting them together into a schedule could be started. Given the different hard constraints (e.g.
labor regulations and minimum staffing) and soft constraints (e.g. doctors' preferences and a balanced
throughput at the operating theatre), the extensive knowledge of the scheduling doctor regarding the
personnel and operations at the department was invaluable to create the schedule. All of the hard
constraints and as many of the soft constraints as possible would have to be accounted for. When the first
draft of work planning was done it was sent to the doctors for review to minimize mistakes and to offer
their input. The doctors had one week to respond with changes if necessary. A non-response was
interpreted as compliance with the schedule. This communication was complicated because of the large
number of e-mails from different doctors she would have to answer and keep track of. When the schedule
was finalized and reviewed by the department manager, the scheduling doctor would start the tedious work
of creating a number of different lists and views, an effort that took up to thirty percent of the overall time
she spent scheduling.
The following section is devoted to the other processes that were dependent on the data found in the
doctors’ schedule.

5.1.3. PROCESSES DEPENDENT ON THE DOCTORS’ SCHEDULE
When the doctors’ schedule was finished, its final version was sent in three-month batches to the nurses
responsible of transferring the data into TakeCare. The reason for not releasing more than three months at
a time was because of the need for flexibility of incoming surgeries with high priority. When releasing only
three months at a time, only the same amount of time could be fully booked, and high priority surgeries
only had to wait a maximum of three months. Additionally, due to the fact that changes often occur in the
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schedule after the final version, e.g. doctors attending conferences or patients desires of re-scheduling a
surgery, there was no need to update TakeCare for changes occurring later than three months. After the
nurses had received the schedule, the process of transferring the data found in the schedule into TakeCare
could be initiated. The personnel used two templates already implemented in TakeCare for planning
ordinary odd and even weeks, and transferred the deviations from these templates found in the doctors’
schedule. This was done one week at a time, meaning that the personnel consistently checked the doctors’
schedule against the templates for differences, and transferred that data. The transfer into TakeCare would
usually take 16 working hours spread over one week.
Once the process of transferring the data from the doctors’ schedule into TakeCare was finished, the
surgery coordinator could start the process of mapping the data from TakeCare into ORBIT and the surgery
binder. In TakeCare, a view of each week was used, with hour of the day in rows, and days in every column.
The view did not present a full day on one screen, meaning that the user needed to scroll up and down to
be able to see all the timeslots. Additionally, only one doctor’s schedule could be viewed at a time. The
timeslots were color-coded by activity. When transferring the data from TakeCare into ORBIT and the
surgery binder, one nurse would look in this view, scrolling up and down, for the color codes used for
surgeries. The nurse would then read the data aloud to the surgery coordinator who would enter it into
ORBIT and the surgery binder, requiring the time of two staff members. Since the schedule took an entire
week to be finalized in TakeCare there was a lag of one week from the finalization of the schedule itself,
until the surgery planning could be initiated.

5.1.4. AFTER THE SCHEDULE WAS SET
When the processes of developing the doctors’ schedule, transferring the data found in the doctors’
schedule into TakeCare, and finally mapping the data found in TakeCare into ORBIT and the surgery
binder were finished, the whole process of scheduling and planning of doctors and operations at the clinic
was regarded as finished. At this point, all systems contained the data that was needed, and the personnel
involved in the scheduling process could resume working with their daily practices. However, changes in
any of the systems involved in the scheduling process were of common occurrence, and once a change was
made in one system, it was needed to transfer that change into the other systems manually. A change at one
place was communicated to those required to make the necessary changes in other systems by either e-mail,
phone, post-it notes, or sometimes by letting them know in person.

5.1.5. PROBLEMS
The problems at the clinic related to the scheduling process were many and diverse. We present our findings
categorized into problems relating to the personnel and the systems in use, and to problems relating to the
work processes and communication at the clinic.

5.1.5.1. Systems and personnel
The systems involved in, or affected by, the scheduling of doctors at the clinic were problematic in different
ways in terms of their functionality and how it was used. The following paragraphs describe the problems
related to the scheduling process that we encountered within each system respectively.

TakeCare
The presentation of the schedule in TakeCare was hard to use since the view mostly used by the surgery
coordinator did not display information about more than one doctor at a time. Additionally, it was not able
to present the user with the full amount of information for one entire day in one screen. Put shortly,
TakeCare did not offer any views tailored for transferring data between the other dependent systems.
Hence, the surgery coordinator had to switch views for each doctor, and scroll up and down in that view
when retrieving the information that was needed in the schedule in TakeCare. The coordinating nurses
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needed to operate the system in the same way when adding information to the schedule in TakeCare from
the doctors’ schedule produced by the scheduling doctor. This time consuming and exhaustive interaction
opened up for human errors when transferring data to, or reading data from, the system. Furthermore, the
usage of TakeCare was uncoordinated between staff at different parts of the clinic. On occasions, one
department would book patients for appointments in the wrong way, resulting in double bookings, over
bookings, and patients not showing up on time due to the false data that was filled in when calling them
for an appointment.
Moreover, the data in the doctors’ schedule was not presented in a way that matched the data that needed
to be transferred into TakeCare. This meant that the personnel had to remember the meanings of all the
notations in the doctors’ schedule, to which the doctor and date the notations referred, and at the same
time keep track of their progress in TakeCare. This had to be done for each personal schedule of every
doctor, for each planned week. This opened up for human errors and led to frustration and exhaustion.

ORBIT
Considering that ORBIT was not a part of the scheduling process as such, the problems related to
scheduling of doctors regarding this system were few. Overall, the system suited its purpose well (i.e.
planning the technical aspects of surgeries) but had drawbacks in terms of automatic data transfers from
the other systems. As described, some data was automatically transferred from TakeCare into ORBIT, but
the remaining data had to be transferred manually, thus opening up for the human errors associated with
TakeCare.

The surgery binder
The surgery binder was the only tool affected by the scheduling process that was not digital, residing on
the desk of the surgery coordinator. Naturally, all transfers of information from the surgery binder to other
systems needed to be done manually as it was not connected to the other systems, and the information
contained in the binder could not be backtracked to its source. This meant that the surgery coordinator had
to have access control over the binder as a requirement for keeping the contained information from being
changed without the surgery coordinator knowing that it had been changed, which would cause problems
in the surgery coordination. When other members of the staff sought information in the binder, they had
to walk to the office of the surgery coordinator and wait for their turn if others were currently using the
binder. The information contained in the surgery binder was available in the other digital systems, but not
as a unified entity. Thus, the binder contained information from several of the other systems. Many
members of the staff regarded the surgery binder as redundant and unnecessary, while others considered it
to be vital for the clinics operations. It was common that the information in the binder did not match the
information in the other systems.

E-mail
When the doctor in charge of the scheduling needed information about vacations and desired leaves of the
other doctors, a form would be sent out to them via e-mail. It was perceived as hard to keep track of all
information in the mailbox during the planning period due to the high amount of incoming information,
and to summarize and draw conclusions upon the data in the received forms. The reason for these
difficulties was that the data was not well structured and not collated into one document; the scheduling
doctor had to keep track of many documents in which the information they contained was structured
differently.

Microsoft Excel
The scheduling doctor used Microsoft Excel as a tool when developing the doctors’ schedule. A doctor not
working at the clinic during the time of this thesis project had developed the template sheet that was used.
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As the scheduling doctor had not received any education of how to use the template, it was elaborated
upon to suit her specific needs and ways of work. This resulted in the tool being a conjunction of personally
developed functions and views that for a novice was very hard to understand. This in turn led to that the
unit was dependent on the expertise of the scheduling doctor, as there was no one else available to the unit
that understood how to work with the template and produce the doctors’ schedule. At one occasion, the
scheduling doctor had to develop the schedule when on vacation, as it was regarded that this would be less
time-consuming than to teach another member of the staff how to develop the schedule.
The development of the schedule involved a lot of duplication of effort, copy-pasting cells between
different sheets in the producing of the different types of schedules that the unit needed (e.g. a list displaying
when the doctors had on-call duty, a schedule showing all conferences and external commitments and a
summarized monthly overview). The scheduling doctor had to keep a lot of information in memory while
working with the sheet, and find ways to represent the many variables consisting of the different types of
operations at the unit, external commitments, leaves and vacations. The variables were represented as
symbols, each with a specific meaning to it. It was perceived as hard to remember which symbol that was
connected to which variable, especially for those not working with the excel sheet, but dependent on the
information in it.
Planning required the scheduling doctor’s full attention for three weeks each year during which it was not
possible to participate in surgery or have patient bookings. This resulted in the clinic having a loss of
resources in the form of surgical expertise of the scheduling doctor during the scheduling process.

5.1.5.2. Work processes and communication
Figure 2 presents the dependencies in the work process of creating the doctors’ scheduling. It shows the
systems and their output data to the next system in the process. Each system is a gate in a stage-gate process,
meaning that process cannot start before the finish of the earlier ones. The following section presents the
problems associated with the data, and the communication of it, in each step in the process.
E-mail

DATA

• Dates of all the
doctors'
vacations and
leaves
• Unsorted

Microsoft Excel

TakeCare

DATA

• Multiple views
containing all
information of
the schedule
• Data not
adjusted to
TakeCare

• Same
information as in
the doctors'
schedule
• Data not
adjusted to
ORBIT or
Surgery binder

DATA

ORBIT
Surgery binder
• None

Figure 2. Data dependencies between systems involved in the scheduling process.

Work processes
Sending out the forms for vacation, leaves and desires of when to be off duty was a tiresome process that
required a lot of reminders from the scheduling doctor. Often, most answers would arrive just before
deadline, or even after the set deadline. During this time the scheduling was required to have frequent
communication with all the doctors at the unit, as the scheduling process could not be initiated without the
data from the doctors. After the schedule was developed there were other systems that needed to be fed
with data from the schedule. However, the representation of the data in the views and schedules in excel
were not adjusted to the data that was needed by the other systems. This resulted in that two nurses
responsible of transferring the data into TakeCare had to continuously change views for the needed data,
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interpret the high amount of symbols, and at the same time keep track of their progress in TakeCare. As
described above, TakeCare was a problem in itself as it was not able to present neither the timeslots of a
full day nor the views necessary, meaning that the nurses had to scroll up and down and change views in
that system as well. This had to be done for every data type that needed to be transferred. The process
usually took 16 hours of work, spreading over one week or more, and had a very high probability of
generating human errors, meaning that the data in TakeCare would not reflect the data in the schedule
produced by the scheduling doctor. This was known by most staff at the clinic, and was said to be very
frustrating and tiresome.
After the data was transferred into TakeCare, the process of transferring the data into ORBIT and the
surgery binder could start. Thus, there was a time lag from when the doctors’ schedule was set, until the
process of feeding ORBIT with the data that was not automatically transferred from TakeCare could start.
The process required the time of the surgery coordinator and a nurse that read data aloud from TakeCare
to the surgery coordinator, who entered the data into the systems. The data representation in TakeCare did
not match the data needed to be transferred into ORBIT and the surgery binder, meaning that both the
nurse reading aloud and the coordinating nurse had to switch views, scrolling up and down, to read data
from TakeCare system and transfer that into ORBIT. In the same way as the data transfer from the doctors’
schedule to TakeCare, the transfer from TakeCare into ORBIT was a time-consuming and error-prone
process. The surgery coordinator would then feed the data from ORBIT to the surgery binder manually,
since the binder was an analog system. It was common that the information contained in ORBIT, hence
also in the surgery binder, did not fully match the data in TakeCare.
As the systems were common to contain different data, it exposed the clinic to probabilities of double
bookings of surgeries and double bookings of surgeons. Moreover, misunderstandings and confusion about
the operations at the clinic were common, as different members of the staff could have different
information about the daily operations depending on which system they had used to seek the information.
For example, one system could show that there was a surgery to take place at a specific day with a specific
doctor responsible, while the doctors’ schedule did not show that the doctor would be on duty that day.
The process from initiating the development of the doctors’ schedule, to having ORBIT updated with
sufficient data to book surgeries for patients, could take up to five weeks. This affected the patients as well,
since they could be called in for an appointment on very short notice.

Communication
Apart from the problems associated with the systems as such and the data transfers from one system to
another, the unit experienced problems in the communication between different staff members once the
scheduling process was finished. As the systems did not communicate all data with each other, changes in
one system would not be reflected in another system if the person making the change did not communicate
it to the other staff members, or made the change in the other systems oneself. This problem could stem
from several sources, and affect the systems and personnel in multiple ways. For example, if a change was
made in the doctors’ schedule, it could lead to a surgeon being double booked for a surgery if that
information was not transferred to the surgery coordinator. In reverse, if a surgeon was scheduled for
surgery but that information did not reach the surgery coordinator, it could mean not using available
resources, since no surgeries would be booked for that surgeon. In worst case, this could lead to a surgery
having to be cancelled because of insufficient resources.

5.1.6. DESIRES OF SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY AND COMMUNICATION
The personnel involved in the scheduling process stated the following desires of functionality of a new
scheduling system, communication and processes:
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That the schedule is reachable by anyone at any time. Apart from visibility, this would help
making suggestions and comments of the doctors’ schedule and facilitate unit-wide
communication
Personal schedules that could be reached from a portable device and adjusted to its screen size
Automatize the excel template to cope with the duplication of effort
Each view in the schedule is derived from a master document containing all necessary
information to automatically generate the views needed
Make the tool for creating the schedule easier to understand and use
Merge the processes of creating the on-call schedule and the doctors’ schedule
That the digital systems (excel, TakeCare and ORBIT) could communicate with each other
Abandon the resource-based scheduling approach in favor of activity-based scheduling
A stand-alone solution to the problem that does not require organizational change and financial
resources

5.1.7. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The process of scheduling the doctors at the clinic and feed the information systems with correct data was
time-consuming, error-prone and demanded a great deal of knowledge and experience from the involved
personnel. The system in place for developing the doctors’ schedule was hard for a novice to understand,
and required numerous external factors that needed to be taken into account when developing the schedule.
This made the clinic reliant on the expertise of the current scheduling doctor. The system generated a lot
of duplication of effort when copy-pasting information that needed to be presented in different schedules,
used numerous obscure symbols representing different data types, and was unable to support the processes
relying on the data in the doctors’ schedule with views adjusted for the systems used in those processes.
This resulted in tiresome processes of transferring data between the systems that created frustration among
the staff. Additionally, there was a time lag in the process of feeding ORBIT with data, as a result on the
system relying on data found in TakeCare. Thus, the process of feeding ORBIT could not start until the
data in the doctors’ schedule was transferred into TakeCare. The makeshift systems, resulting in inadequate
work processes of data transfers, ultimately exposed the dependent systems to false data due to human
errors in the data transfer. The inconsistent data lead to misunderstandings and confusion among the staff,
and in worst cases surgeries had to be cancelled because of it.
The staff members operating the systems were medical professionals with no prior administrative
education, thus not trained for administrative duties. Furthermore, apart from the problems associated with
the communication between the different systems, there was a problem with communication among the
members of the staff, leading to further inconsistent data representations between the systems. With an
ever-growing inflow of patients it was deemed important to implement a support function that was capable
of counteracting redundancies in the workflow and removing bottlenecks, thereby enabling the staff to
deliver care on time to the patients and experience a better work environment, along with cutting
unnecessary costs.

5.2. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPLORATIVE STUDY
The purpose of the analysis was to form a deeper understanding of the situation at the department, and
form a foundation for a credible solution that could be iterated on in the system design phase. We first
present our analysis of the complexity of the scheduling setting, in which we reason for delimitations that
had to be made. Secondly, we present our analysis of system functionality and interface, and how those
affected the scheduling process. Third, we present an analysis of system usability and how well the systems
were adapted to the needs of the department. Finally, we make concluding remarks by using Lyng and
Pedersen’s (2011) Problem-Causes-Consequences-Solutions matrix.
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5.2.1. COMPLEXITY OF THE SCHEDULING SETTING
The doctor in charge of developing the doctors’ schedule needed to single-handedly make sure that the
department had full coverage each day, that the working conditions of the staff was fair and according to
regulations, laws and organizational policies, that all the desires of leaves and vacations were accounted for,
that special events such as conferences and external commitments at other departments or hospitals were
addressed, among other things. Hence, the doctor had to address all of the categories as presented by
Warner (1976), namely the coverage, quality, stability, flexibility, fairness, and development cost of the
schedule, the governmental laws as predicted by Abdollahi and Ansari (2013), as well as the regulations and
policies as identified by Ernst et al. (2004). Many of these issues reside in the first category of the three
levels of decision making (the strategic staffing decision) as presented by Warner (1976) when looking into
the scheduling of staff at a healthcare clinic. For us to address these issues required dimensions of
organizational change, which were tasks not possible for us to complete given our time constraints. In our
review of the scheduling process, we found that when compared to the other two levels of decision making
by Warner (1976), the scheduling processes at the department that could be address were at levels II
(tactical e.g. scheduling a doctor for a shift) and III (operational e.g. readjusting schedule because an
unforeseen event). In this thesis, the tactical level involves all the systems currently in use in the scheduling
process, and the operational level regarded the communication at the department after the schedule was
set.
A solution at the operational level, that of communication at the department which involved all systems in
the scheduling process, would have required the solution to be integrated with all of the involved systems.
However, developing a solution with the purpose of automatically transferring the data between the systems
ORBIT and TakeCare would have required us to get access to the systems’ machine interfaces. This would
require resources of both time and money that were not available to us, given the constraints of a master’s
thesis. In addition with the limited time given to us, a stand-alone solution meant lower risk and higher
short term payoff (Zviran et al., 1998). Such a solution was also preferable, as it better suited the current
needs of the department. Thus, we limited ourselves to designing a solution for the tactical level of
scheduling, addressing the problems associated with the systems used in the scheduling process.
Further, the scheduling of doctors was a highly complex process with numerous constraints and special
cases. The doctors at the department were not, in most cases, interchangeable, requiring that a personalized
schedule had to be used (Bourdais et al., 2003). This was the case at the department, but although it was a
problem, it was chronic, and would have required organizational change in order to be addressed. Because
of this, we excluded the issue of non-interchangeable staff (Haines et al., 2004).

5.2.2. SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY AND USER INTERFACES
Using a formative evaluation approach as recommended by Friedman et al. (1997), and taking into account
the environment in which the systems used for the scheduling of doctors were implemented, as suggested
by Littlejohns et al. (2003), and Ammenwerth et al. (2003), the explorative study revealed problems due to
the systems’ complexity, which stemmed from the functionality and user interfaces. As for the MS Excel
template used for scheduling, its complex interface and functionality was caused by the fact that it was
developed by a doctor not currently working at the department, and later elaborated upon by the current
scheduling doctor. Bourdais et al. (2003) recognize that local traditions emerging over the years play an
important role to how the scheduling problem is solved. The current scheduling doctor had no education
in administrative duties, but it was unknown if this was the case of the doctor who originally produced the
excel template. In any case, the template was not adapted to dependent processes and involved a lot of
duplication of effort, opening up for human errors and a time consuming process when developing the
schedule. Moreover, the user interface was complex and hard to understand for novice users. This sort of
mismatch is common in health care IT-systems and lead to the system being unusable for some, and
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decreasing productivity for others, as predicted by Johnson et al. (2005). For us to be able to address this,
we needed to make sure we had understood the problems, work processes and the setting, by working
closely with the staff even before starting development (Scandurra et al., 2008, Andersson et al., 2003,
Vimarlund et al., 1999).

5.2.3. USABILITY AND ADAPTION TO THE SETTING
In terms of usability and the adaption to the setting, the explorative study revealed problems in all systems
in use at the department in the process of developing the doctors’ schedule. Collecting the preconditions
for initializing the process via e-mail led to difficulties for the scheduling doctor to keep track of scheduling
issues, because e-mail as a communication tool did not suit the purpose of the communication. However,
once the scheduling process was finished, e-mail was sometimes abandoned for communicating scheduling
issues in favor of personal communication, text messaging or leaving notes. This can be seen as an example
of a design—reality gap between the information and processes needed by the department, and how e-mail
addressed those needs (Heeks, 2006).
Regarding the MS Excel template used to develop the doctors’ schedule, the problems with the interface
and functionality was an example of lack of adherence to the ten usability heuristics as presented by Nielsen
(1995), as well as a design—reality gap between the information, technology, processes, objectives and
values, and time resources needed by the department and how the system addressed those needs (Heeks,
2006). Scandurra et al. (2008) also recognize that information systems need to reflect the needs of the staff
members that are using the system. As for TakeCare, it was fed with data from the doctors’ schedule.
However, the excel tool did not provide an adjusted view for the process of transferring the data to
TakeCare, resulting in human errors and frustration. Hence, there was a gap between the dimensions of
information and processes needed by the department, and what the system provided (Heeks, 2006).
Moreover, as ORBIT and the Surgery binder were dependent on the data in TakeCare, all of these gaps
were present in the process of feeding ORBIT and the Surgery binder with correct data as well.

5.2.4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Using the Problem-Causes-Consequences-Solutions matrix as presented by Lyng and Pedersen (2011), we
present the problems of each system, what caused those problems, what consequences they had on other
systems and processes, and what possible solutions that could address those problems.
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Table 5. Problem Causes Consequences and ideas for Solution matrix
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As seen in Table 5, a more suitable tool than e-mail would be a forum for instant communication at the
department, through which all of the communication regarding scheduling could be done, enabling the
staff to find all relevant information up to date and in one place. Such a solution could address the problems
of misunderstandings and confusions that were effects of the systems not containing the same data,
stemming from problems with communication at the clinic after the schedule was set.
Further, we identified that a revised tool for developing the doctors’ schedule could address a majority of
the problems regarding the system interfaces, functionalities, and data transfers in the scheduling process.
One of the problems that could not be addressed with a new system was the substandard user interface of
TakeCare. However, the data needed by ORBIT and the Surgery binder was a subset of the data found in
the doctors’ schedule. The problem was that the data in the schedule was not presented in a way that was
useful for the coordinating nurse whose task was to feed it to ORBIT and the Surgery binder. Thus, by
creating views adjusted for ORBIT in the doctors schedule’, the problem of the user interface in TakeCare
could be bypassed. Moreover, the task of feeding ORBIT and the Surgery binder with data could be
initialized immediately after the doctors’ schedule was finished, thus eliminating the time lag of one week
produced by the TakeCare process. Following these arguments, it was concluded that the excel tool was
substandard to the task it was supposed to support, as it did not provide the help needed by the scheduling
doctor or the views needed by the staff working with dependent processes (Ernst et al., 2004). The excel
tool thus needed to be revised in terms of its usability, intuitiveness, level of adaption to other processes,
and automated where possible to properly address the situation at the department. However, this type of
automation does not reflect the representations of the expression in the literature study, where automated
systems were designed to replace experts in scheduling (Cardoen et al., 2010). What we mean in the context
of our new system, is automating simple and repetitive tasks, so that the expert’s competence can be utilized
more efficiently.
Figure 3 shows the dependencies of a new process for developing the doctors’ schedule, based on this
analysis.

Communications
tool

Microsoft Excel
DATA

• Needed
preconditions
• Sorted and
structured

DATA

• Multiple views
adjusted for
TakeCare,
ORBIT and
the Surgery
binder

TakeCare
ORBIT
Surgery binder
• None

Figure 3. Data dependencies between systems involved in the scheduling process. Suggested design.

5.2.5. SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
The complexity of the setting created a need of us to focus on the tactical decision level, as presented by
Warner (1976). Through our analysis of the systems and processes involved in the scheduling of doctors,
we identified that the problems could be categorized into problems associated with the systems used, and
problems associated with inconsistent data in the systems after the schedule was set. The problems with
the systems were effects of substandard user interfaces, complex functionality, failure of adaption to
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dependent processes, and gaps between the needs of the department and what was provided by the systems.
A revised MS Excel template that reflected the needs of the department would address these problems.
The revisions of the MS Excel tool were to make it more usable by the personnel working with it (or
affected by it), make it intuitive and easy to use, adapt its data presentation to the processes dependent on
it, and automate it where possible. The problems associated with the inconsistent data of the systems
stemmed from the personnel not communicating changes and updates between all stakeholders. A forum
for instant communication, where all communication at the department regarding the scheduling of doctors
could be done, would address these problems. These factors formed a credible foundation for a design
upon which we could iterate in the design and implementation phase.
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6. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this chapter, our work with design and implementation is presented. We present our results and analyses
from the design process as well as our developed system’s functionality and interface, and information
regarding implementation. The purpose of the design and implementation phase was to answer subquestions one and two.

6.1. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
During the design and implementation phase we collaborated closely with the stakeholders of the new
system, using Participatory Design (PD), User Centered System Design (UCSD), with a Computer System
Collaborated Work approach (CSCW). During the many design iterations, formal and informal meetings,
and observation we collected data on what needs different users and stakeholders had regarding system
functionality, user interfaces and usability as well as process dependencies. Using formative evaluation
methods as recommended by Friedman et al. (1997), we continuously evaluated our prototypes in each
iteration with the stakeholders to ensure that our understanding of the problems associated with the systems
involved in the scheduling process were reflected in our developed system. We continuously analyzed the
collected data and used the results of it in the next iteration of the development process. Hence, the results
and the analysis were tied closely together, and for that reason we present our results along with our analysis,
rather than separating the two.

6.1.1. OLD MS EXCEL TEMPLATE
This section is devoted to the MS Excel template that was used when developing the doctors’ schedule. We
present our findings of functionality and performance, along with interface and usability of the system.
Screenshots of the system can be found in Appendix F.

6.1.1.1. Functionality and performance
As presented in the explorative study, we identified that there was a need to revise the MS Excel template
(from here on referred to as the template) in terms of its functionality regarding the development of the
doctors’ schedule, as well as the processes dependent on it. We collected data about each stakeholder of
the system, regarding what they needed to be able to read, write, communicate, and what processes they
were responsible of. These findings are presented in Table 6.
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Table 6. Stakeholder-functionality mapping of suggested design.
Role

Read from system

Dpt.
Man.

Indicators of operation
at the department

Write to
system

Data communication

Work processes

No

N/A

Approve the schedule

Yes

Changes in the
schedule

Developing the schedule

Leaves and vacations
Sched. Dr

Comments about the
schedule
Overview of the
schedule

Coord.
nurse

Data in adjusted views
for TakeCare

Yes

Changes in the
schedule

Transfer data to
TakeCare

Surgery
Coord.

Data in adjusted views
for ORBIT and
Surgery binder

No

Changes in ORBIT
and Surgery binder

Transfer data to ORBIT
and Surgery binder

Doctors

Personal schedules

No

Changes in their
schedules

Sending preconditions
to the scheduling doctor

N/A

Setting doctors’
appointments based on
the schedule

Personal schedules
Nurses

Schedule for ward
operations

No

Daily tasking of nurses
Abbreviations: Dpt. Man. Department Manager, Sched. Dr Scheduling Doctor, Coord. Coordinator,
N/A Not applicable

6.1.1.2. Interface and usability
In our initial contact with the scheduling doctor, it was presented to us that the interface of the template
was not an issue. The template was developed by the scheduling doctor, and its interface was perceived as
suitable for the task of developing the doctors’ schedule. However, the doctor did not consider the other
work processes that were dependent on the template’s interface, but merely considered the task of
developing the doctors’ schedule using the template as a tool. The issue presented to us was not the
template’s interface, but its lack of automated tasks. In contradiction, the stakeholders that were dependent
on the information contained in the schedule, argued that the main issue of the template was its interface,
and how it presented the data they relied on. To investigate this further, we compared the system to the ten
usability heuristics as presented by Nielsen (1995), considering the whole scheduling process. In the
evaluation, we identified positive and negative aspects about the system compared to the heuristics, and
concluded on design opportunities that would improve the system. These are presented and discussed in
the upcoming paragraphs.
Regarding visibility of system status, the familiar interface of MS Excel can be regarded as positive. On the
downside was that all different parts of the schedule were structured into separate files, resulting in little or
no overview of all the different parts. We identified that merging all files into one document, and structure
the information by sheets, would enhance the overview. Also, we saw an opportunity to divide the process
of developing the schedule into segments, or sub-processes, and increase the visibility of system status
through showing extra information about the current sub-process.
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As for match between the system and the real world, a positive side was that all language used in the system
was adapted to the language of the department. However, there were great differences in time-resolution
of the different parts of the schedule. Some were on day-by-day basis, while other parts used weekly views.
Moreover, the information that the dependent processes needed were fragmented into different files, thus
not adjusted to them. To go about this, the information should be presented in one place using the same
time-resolution in all views, and adjusted to dependent processes. Additionally, we identified that a standard
block-schedule with pre-filled in information about doctors’ duties was used, and that the main task in
developing the schedule was to make decisions about deviations from this block-schedule. For this reason,
we proposed a view containing solely the deviations, to enable backtracking of changes made.
The user control and freedom of the system was positive, as the extensive freedom of MS Excel set the
boundaries for the system. However, mistakes were common in the use of the template, and we saw an
opportunity to prevent them.
Consistency and standards were not met in the way the system was used. Obscure symbols, lack of
explanation of abbreviations and ambiguous information were common in the schedule. To address this,
we proposed using terms familiar to the staff, color code them and include a legend, as well as removing
all ambiguities.
The template did not offer any error prevention. Structuring information that should be possible to change,
and locking cells that were not meant to be changed could address this problem.
Regarding recognition rather than recall, the system was described as to be tedious to work with by the
nurses who transferred the data into TakeCare, as it demanded a great deal of memorization and keeping
track of the work. This was because the system was filled with obscure symbols, unclear abbreviations, and
that the needed information was fragmented into as many as four files. To support the dependent processes,
we proposed adjusted views to each of them, replacing the obscure symbols with terms familiar to the staff,
and clarifying the abbreviations. On the positive side, as the views were adjusted for the scheduling doctor,
it was easy for her to get an overview of the data.
As for flexibility and efficiency of use, there were no positive aspects of the system. As desired from the
scheduling doctor, the system needed to automate tasks where possible. Further, we identified that support
functions, such as automatically generate weekly block-schedules based on chosen date ranges could be
beneficial.
The design of the system was regarded as good and easy to understand by the scheduling doctor. However,
the different files were structured in different ways, the interfaces were complicated for novice users and
contained a great amount of redundant information that made it hard to find the sought information. We
proposed a unified structure of every part of the schedule, with filtered views for specific work processes,
and consistent color-coding as solutions to these problems.
The lack of interaction between the system and the users meant that were there small possibilities of
generating errors. These errors refer to data put into the system that generates a system fault, rather than
putting in the wrong type of information in the schedule. However, with automated functionality, the
possibilities of system faults remarkably increase. For this reason, we needed to weigh the positive effects
of automate as much functionality as possible, to the cost of generating possible errors.
There were no available help or documentation about how the system worked. Hence, we proposed the
development of such a tool to make it easier for new users to learn the system, and for users of the system
to troubleshoot if something was to go wrong. Table 7 summarize the analysis of the old system using the
ten usability heuristics as presented by (Nielsen, 1995).
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Table 7. Summary of heuristic analysis of the old system.
Measure
Visibility of
system status

Match between
system and the
real world

Positive
MS Excel interface
is familiar to most

All information
adapted to the
language of the
department

Negative
Different files for different
types of information
Schedule is week by week
in some views, and day by
day in others
Information fragmented
into different files
Not consistent with
dependent work processes

User control and
freedom
Consistency and
standards

Error prevention

Extensive support
in MS Excel
Stakeholders are
familiar with the MS
Office suite

-

Flexibility and
efficiency of use

Aesthetic and
minimalist design

Easy for the
scheduling doctor
to get an overview

Add extra visibility by dividing the
process into sub-processes
Merge all files into one document
and structure by sheets
Information in one place, using a
single layout and time-resolution
Visualize deviations from blockschedule
Create views for dependent
processes

-

Prevent mistakes and handle
errors

Obscure symbols

Replace obscure symbols with
terms familiar to the staff

Abbreviations
Ambiguous information

No error prevention
Obscure symbols

Recognition
rather than recall

Design opportunities

Abbreviations
Users need to keep track
of information from up to
four files
No automation

Include legend for colors codes
Remove ambiguities
Structure information that can be
changed
Lock cells that are not supposed
to be changed
Adjusted views
Clarified variables and
abbreviations
Single document containing all
information
Automate where possible

-

Easy to understand
for the scheduling
doctor

No help functions
Different structure in every
file

Implement help functions

Complex interfaces

Filtered views for specific work
processes

Great amount of
redundant information in
each file

Unified structure

Consistent color-coding
Weigh the cost of possible errors
against the value of automated
tasks

Help users
recognize,
diagnose, and
recover from error

Lack of interaction
means no errors

-

Help and
documentation

-

No documentation
available

Prevent errors as much as
possible with tooltips,
documentation and locked cells
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Create a documentation

We identified several aspects of user interfaces regarding the template that could be improved to suit the
needs of all involved stakeholder. Screenshots of the system’s different views and interfaces are available in
Appendix E.

6.1.2. COMMUNICATIONS AT THE DEPARTMENT
In the explorative study, we identified that problems such as double-bookings and inconsistency of data in
the systems were common. These were due to communicational issues, stemming from that e-mail was an
inappropriate tool for communicating changes and updates. It was identified that a new forum for
communication could address these problems. In this section, we present our findings of specific
functionality and usability requirements, and a minimum viable product as a result of these findings. The
functionality and usability were discussed with all involved stakeholders, which are presented in Table 8
along with the key data that they needed to be able to read from the system, and write to the system.
Table 8. Stakeholders and read/write functionality for suggested communications tool.
Role

Read from system

Write to system

Department
Manager

The doctors’ schedule

Comments about the schedule

The doctor’s schedule
Scheduling
Doctor

Upload the final schedule

Comments about doctors’ leaves
and vacations

Answer comments from staff at the clinic

Comments about schedule
changes
Coordinating
nurse

The doctors’ schedule

Changes in staffing not known by others

Surgery
Coordinator

The doctors’ schedule

Changes in surgeries not known by others

Doctors
Nurses

Comments about their desires of leaves

The doctors’ schedule
Individual schedules

Updates on changes in their schedule due
to unforeseen events

The doctors’ schedule

-

Based on the inputs from the department, we developed the key functionality that was identified in order
to create a minimum viable product, that is, a prototype of a product with the minimum amount of
functions that would address the problems identified, and the priorities of each one. These are presented
in Table 9.
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Table 9. Minimum viable product functionality for suggested communications tool.
Function

Priority Description

Additional information

Present the
schedule

1

Main purpose of application

-

Choose period

1

Show information of current schedule,
or the upcoming schedule

Show only comments related
to the chosen period

Show personal
view

2

Show the personal schedule of each
doctor

-

Add desires of
leave

1

Used as preconditions for setting the
schedule

Limit to the planning period

Comment

1

For communication at the department

-

Answer
comment

1

Enables feedback on comments

-

Mark as
resolved

4

Shows that action has been taken

Only scheduling doctor

Notify on new
comment

3

Notifies that a new comment has been
written

Only scheduling doctor

Log in

5

Identification

Only scheduling doctor

In the upcoming sections, we discuss administrational issues at the hospital that we needed to take into
account, and changes in personnel participation and attitudes as the design process moved along.

6.1.3. ADMINISTRATIONAL ISSUES AT THE HOSPITAL
In the design and implementation phase, we faced many challenges related to administrational issues. One
of the issues was related to IT system architecture, both hospital-wide at the Karolinska University Hospital,
and locally at the department. It was unclear for staff who would be appropriate to contact if wanting to
make changes to IT-systems, or needing to know what IT-resources (e.g. servers and collaborative software)
were available for use. For us the challenge was getting in touch with those people. Getting in touch with
the correct competence was critical, since the regulations regarding system security are rigorous in the
healthcare sector, due to the confidential patient data contained in the systems. This was also confirmed in
our interviews.
One thing that large hospitals in Sweden have in common is inertia, i.e. making changes is slow and difficult.
This is partly because of their strict adherence to the governmental laws and regulations that are necessary
to ensure patient safety and confidentiality, but also because of the need to follow laws on public
procurement. External parties, through public procurements, develop many of the IT-systems used in the
healthcare sector in Sweden. The business models of these external parties often include lock-in effects,
related to the data contained in the systems. This results in costly procedures when wanting to get access
to data that is not presented in the specifications of the system that were agreed upon in the original
contract, according to an interviewee knowledgeable on the subject. Thus, the architecture of the large ITsystems already in place at the department discouraged new software innovations and developments, and
hindered the integration of such solution with them. This in combination with that the specifications of
system functionality are common to be developed by doctors and not professionals in the fields of
information technology, leads to IT-systems failing in supporting the needs of the departments, according
to a former department manager. The same phenomenon is described by Scandurra et al. (2008). Another
factor obstructive to collaborations with healthcare professionals when introducing new systems and ways
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of work is the pride of staff members with great expertise in their fields, such as surgeons and doctors,
which may hamper projects for change, as the personnel sometimes regard their ways of work to be the
most efficient and effective, thus not needing any change, according to the same former department
manager. We also found this to be the case with the scheduling system at the department.

6.1.4. PERSONNEL KNOWLEDGE IN THE DESIGN PROCESS
The use of participatory design during the project helped us increase the knowledge of the personnel. By
engaging in e.g. discussions and focus groups. We managed to teach personnel about system design, and
technology. As the knowledge of stakeholders grew, they started to give better design inputs (i.e. higher
quality and more to the point). The problems that needed to be understood were emphasized by using
UCSD. By putting emphasis on the stakeholder needs we did not only manage to create mutual
understanding of problems by having the stakeholders discuss them both alone and in group, but also to
discuss solutions. By teaching staff about CSCW it was possible to evaluate and discuss the problems and
their solutions in a constructive way and using relevant language. Staff were increasingly able to evaluate
whether a solution was good.

6.1.5. CHANGES IN PERSONNEL ATTITUDES IN THE DESIGN PROCESS
During the course of the project there were changes in the attitudes of the stakeholders toward us, and the
project. The Department Manager (from here on referred to as the manager), was the main supporter of
the project, had guided master’s thesis students at his previous place of employment. We involved the
manager in the planning of the project, as recommended by Scandurra et al. (2008). The manager was
initially supportive, and expressed his expectations on the project in terms of resource utilization. After we
had discussed the aim and purpose of the project and explained our limitations in scope, due to us having
to work from a scientific problem formulation and a set of research questions that were not simply solving
resource utilization problems, the manager’s attitude became more reserved. This is an example of how
different stakeholders tend to focus on their particular part of work, rather than the essential holistic
overview of the entire work process that the system was to adhere (Scandurra et al., 2008). However, even
though our purposes were not a complete match, we could eventually agree on the course that the project
would take, through seeking a mutual understanding about what needed to be done at the department, and
what we were able to do given our limited resources (Vimarlund et al., 1999). At later stages in the project,
when comments were made by the users of the system about how it would support their work, the manager
became much more positive and engaged.
The scheduling doctor, who was also the one person with whom we had the closest collaboration was at
first very engaged and in our communications it became clear that she expected us to produce a system that
would automate all tasks of the scheduling doctor. This was another example of when stakeholders that
focused on their own needs in a new system (Scandurra et al., 2008). We discussed our rationale for not
choosing that approach during our exploratory study. After this the attitude of the scheduling doctor was
less engaged and expectant. The scheduling doctor’s attitude was that when the system was delivered the
staff would evaluate and maybe discard the system if it was not satisfactory. However, as the design moved
along, and more and more of the scheduling doctor’s inputs for interface and functionality were
implemented, we were met with an increasingly positive attitude, more engagement, and also more rigorous
feedback on design and functionality. By delegating the power of influencing the design solution to the
scheduling doctor, thus establishing ownership of the solution, our design process became more efficient
and paved the way for a smoother implementation process (Bødker et al., 2009, Kensing and Blomberg,
1998). At the point of implementation the scheduling doctor was content with the system and eager to use
it.
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The surgery coordinator was very reluctant to any changes in the routines or processes involving surgery
planning. The general attitude of the surgery coordinator was that any changes to her work, would
complicate her daily tasks, or create additional tasks that would have to be performed. This was an example
of one of the risk factors identified by Chiang and Starren (2002) that could hamper the implementation.
The surgery coordinator was therefore one of the most difficult stakeholders to please. Through increased
effort by us in engaging the surgery coordinator in different ways than the other stakeholders, as
recommended by Øvretveit et al. (2007), we managed to bring about a change in attitude. This was done
through extra attention and personal meetings in which the emphasis was on how the system could support
the work of the scheduling coordinator. This was yet another example of how using participatory design
and user centric design enabled us to overcome the barriers to change (Kensing and Blomberg, 1998, Lyng
and Pedersen, 2011, Scandurra et al., 2008). In the earlier iterations, the surgery coordinator was determined
to keep using the old system and TakeCare and also worried that we wanted to replace the pen and paper
systems in place (e.g. the surgery binder). A wish to conduct work by hand is common in health care
organizations (Bourdais et al., 2003). However, through engagement and clarifying that surgery
coordination was one of the priorities when designing the system the attitude changed to being very positive
of our design. At the point of implementation the surgery coordinator was satisfied with our system and
intended on using it.
The coordinating nurse was very helpful and expressed gratitude for our work at the department from the
start, and through the entire process. There were no changes in attitude as the work progressed, and the
coordinating nurse was an excellent resource in providing us with ways into different contexts and situations
at the department. This eagerness for change reflected the need for changes in the scheduling system for
the coordinating nurse’s work processes. It was very helpful to have a key player on our side since this
positive attitude rubbed off on other staff.
Overall, the members of the staff were helpful to us and each other during our time at the department, and
there were no apparent tensions. However, our observations that made it clear that there were hierarchies
in the organization. One such thing were the morning meetings. The doctors had their morning meeting in
a large conference room called the library, while the nurses had their morning meeting, standing in a small
space (1.5 by 3 meters) containing medical supplies. We also noted that both doctors and nurses chose
different phrasings of problems depending on whether colleagues from the other category were present.
On occasion, the actual problem was even described to be something else entirely. In one case we spoke
to a member of the staff who told us the opposite of what that same staff member said in a meeting with
the whole department that same morning. This separation of the two categories of personnel, and the
communication difficulties between them, resulted in the real problems with scheduling and dependent
processes not being mutually understood. Also, some staff members were reluctant to use a system designed
by the other category since they felt it only supported the other category’s work processes.

6.1.6. CONCLUDING REMARKS OF THE DESIGN PROCESS
Regarding the template, we identified the need to revise it in terms of its functionality and usability. The
needs of functionality of each stakeholder were reflected by how the system could be revised when
compared to the ten usability heuristics, as presented by Nielsen (1995). By creating a new tool that
contained these changes, it would mirror the needs of the department. As for the problems associated with
communication, these could be addressed by developing a forum for instant communication containing the
functions listed in Table 9, at the department. Hence, the needs of the department would be reflected by
the new systems, as predicted by Scandurra et al. (2008).
Further, we identified some administrational issues at the hospital. These stemmed from the IT-system
architecture of the systems already in place at the department. The large systems that were developed and
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implemented through public procurements created lock-in effects of their data, resulting in costly
procedures when wanting to get access a part of the data that was not directly accessible from the systems’
interfaces. Thus, the systems created barriers that made it difficult to achieve implementations of software
systems that new creations led to. Ineded to be integrated with them, if not developing stand-alone systems.
Another factor that we encountered was the professional pride of the healthcare profssionals, specifically
the doctors at the department. These members of the staff often regarded their expertise to be sufficient
to assess what problems that were present, and which ones that needed to be addresses, even if these
problems were associated with professional fields beyond their proficiencies in medicine. This led to
problems not being identified, and, naturally, not being solved even though they were hampering the
efficiency of work in the department in its entierity. Through using PD, USCD and CSCW, we managed to
change attitudes of staff. Engage users and make them more commited, thus paving the way for smoother
implementation.

6.2. THE NEW SYSTEMS
Based on the results of the explorative study, and on the results and analysis of the continuous design
process of this chapter, we present the two new systems addressing the problems associated with the
scheduling process at the department. Screenshots of the revised MS Excel template and of the
communicaitons tool prototype can be viewed in Appendices G and H respectively.

6.2.1. REVISED MS EXCEL TEMPLATE
The revised excel template is a single documented, containing all the before fragmented information in
structured sheets. It uses a macro for choosing the planning period and provides legends of all abbreviations
and how they will be color-coded if inserted into the schedule. All abbreviations are changed into terms
that are understandable for the staff at the department. The block-schedules can be changed before the
planning period is chosen. The macro creates new sheets containing the block-schedules for each week in
the chosen planning period, and locks them for changes to minimize mistakes. The weeks are separated
into odd weeks and even weeks, as the block-schedules for them are different. Each week has an associated
sheet containing the deviations to the block-schedule, where all changes are made. The macro automatically
transfers all data put in the deviations sheets into the block schedules to create an overview of each week,
and provides a way to backtrack what changes that have been made each week through the deviations view.
All updated information in the block schedules are automatically transferred to sheets containing
information of current on-call lists, conferences, and external commitments. The structure of the blockschedule is changed into showing forenoons and afternoons of each day, as well as the type of on-call duty
for each doctor each day of the week. The new view of the block-schedule presents the data in such way
that it supports all dependent processes after the schedule is set. When the schedule is finished, it is saved
in a separate file in which the macro and the information to support the development of the schedule
excluded, to remove unnecessary information that the staff members do not need. The new file is locked
for changes to prevent that staff members change the schedule without the knowing of other stakeholders.
This lock can only be removed by the scheduling doctor. The system has a documentation containing
guides and explanations of functionality.

6.2.2. COMMUNICATIONS TOOL
Because of administrative issues, discussed in section 6.1.1, we were not able to move past a prototype stage
early enough to be able to implement a finished system before our work at the department was over.
However, to address the problems associated with communication at the department, we propose a web
application that will be recounted for in this section.
The application contains the current schedules of the department, and the coming schedules of a planning
period. When the view for the current schedule is selected, a thread of nested comments is presented to
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enable the staff to communicate changes and updates in the schedule. All doctors at the department, as
well as the coordinating nurses and the surgery coordinator, can write comments. An answer to a comment
belongs to the thread of the parent comment, and the authors can be identified through their e-mail
addresses. When agreement is made, the scheduling doctor marks the thread as resolved. In the view for
the schedule currently under development, the doctors are able to write comments about desires of leaves
and vacations. These can be answered by the scheduling doctor only, and can be marked as resolved when
accounted for. This functionality is limited to the time when developing the doctors’ schedule. In the
personal view, each doctor is able to view his or her personal schedule for the current schedule. This view
is adjusted to tablets and phones if accessed through portable devices. There is also a view for the current
lists containing the information of on-call duties.
Screenshots of the web application prototype are available in Appendix F.

6.2.3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REVISED MS EXCEL TOOL
Throughout the entire design phase recounted for in this chapter, we followed the conventions and
recommendations discussed in the literature study and presented in the methods chapter. Hence, we have
covered the important concepts of including stakeholders in the development process (Kensing and
Blomberg, 1998, Göransson et al., 2003), gaining user engagement and commitment (Grol et al., 2007),
mutual understanding (Vimarlund et al., 1999, Lyng and Pedersen, 2011, Scandurra et al., 2008), paying
special attention to the systems and the environment (Grol et al., 1998, Orlandi, 1987, Rogers, 1983, Rogers,
1995, Spence, 1994, Wolfe, 1994, Zaltman and Duncan, 1977, cited by: Grol et al., 2007), involving different
stakeholders in different ways (Øvretveit et al., 2007) and addressing collaborative work processes (Koch,
2006, Kensing and Blomberg, 1998). To further consolidate the implementation of the revised version of
the template, and the new work processes associated with it, we conducted a focus group in which
guidelines, risks of project failure, and a plan for the department after our work was finished were discussed.
The upcoming paragraph presents the outcomes of the focus group.
In the focus group, the ten risk factors of failure in small software projects in healthcare (factors 3-12 from
the literature study p.10), as identified by (Chiang and Starren, 2002), were presented and discussed for
solutions. Further, guidelines were needed to achieve successful implementation (Grol et al., 1998, Foy et
al., 2002, Burgers et al., 2003, cited by: Haines et al., 2004), and these were also discussed. The key takeaway was that the participants had regarded all risk factors were covered, except the risk of not having a
project champion, as the remainder of the risks were accounted for in the collaborative design process.
Hence, a conclusion was drawn that the project needed a champion after our work was finished. The
scheduling doctor was chosen for this task. The material used can be found in Appendix D.

6.3. SUMMARY OF THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
During the design and implementation phase, we encountered the underlying problems that caused the
using of the current systems and processes in the scheduling of doctors. First, we found that some of the
problems were associated with the complexity of IT-system architecture in healthcare organizations,
stemming from rules, regulations and policies. Specifically, the larger IT-systems in place at the department
discouraged new software innovations and developments, and hindered new solutions to be integrated with
them. These problems were managed by developing a local, stand-alone software that did not need to be
integrated with current system architecture.
Further, we found that different stakeholders tended to focus on their own problems rather than making
the process work well for all stakeholders. This was in part due to the hierarchies at the department that
hampered communication of problems between different categories of personnel about their problems.
This lack of mutual understanding had the effect of not revealing the underlying problems and stakeholders
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being silently unsatisfied with the system, or that incorrect conclusions were drawn by staff on the nature
of the problems. There were also occurrences of stakeholders who were unwilling to use a system designed
by another category of personnel. The reason for this was that they believed the system would not support
them, and might even make their work more difficult, a form of not invented here mentality. We overcame
these problems by involving all stakeholders in the design process, through PD and UCSD, and introducing
them to CSCW approaches. This allowed them to gain mutual understanding of the problems at hand, and
reach a consensus about what aspects were vital to address for the benefit of the department in its entirety.
The complexity of the operations at the department itself made it difficult for both us and for the staff to
understand the problem, its underlying causes, and its consequences on other systems and processes. The
many different systems used for different tasks, and by different staff members, made it hard for members
of the staff to realize that problems were percieved by staff in other personnel categories. Naturally, creating
a system addressing all stakeholder needs was an even harder task. Further, any solution not taking into
account the needs of every stakeholder would not perceived as credible by at least one of the stakeholders.
To counteract these issues we used PD and UCSD. By doing so, we managed to make sure that all individual
stakeholder needs were catered for, which made them more engaged and willing to commit themselves to
the solution. An example of this was the changes into more positive attitudes, toward us and our system,
which stemmed from that the stakeholders understood and respected each other’s needs and perceptions
of the problems.
Finally, the professional pride of the stakeholders and their limited knowledge of software development,
technology, and processes led to stakeholders not realizing that problems that problems with the systems
existed, the inability to assess the suitability of solutions, or the inability to realize them. They also lacked
the education and skills needed for them to understand the many possible tools and technologies that could
be used to solve such problems. We managed this by using usability evaluation methods combined with
PD. This helped us educate the staff and enable them to better understand the design of the solution and
the reasons behind it, as well as to provide better design inputs. This also made them more engaged and
committed which paved the way for an effective implementation.
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7. EVALUATION
In this chapter we present the results from our evaluation of the system we designed and developed, and
how it compared to the old system. The evaluation was the last part of our implementation process. The
results and analysis are straightforward but critical for answering research question three.

7.1. RESULTS
In this section, the results from the evaluation of our developed system are presented. First, we present the
results from the think-aloud evaluations, in which thes takeholders interacted with the system in their
intended work settings. After that, we present the results of the evaluation concerning design—reality gaps
of our developed system, that is, how the system reflected the needs of the department as an entirety.

7.1.1. THINK-ALOUD EVALUATION
During the think-aloud evaluations we tested how the system would function in its intended environment
with its intended users performing the tasks they were supposed to use it for. This had the dual purpose of
evaluating system-user interactions as well as system performance. Also, we used the printed version of the
schedule for the first time, as we in previous iterations used the digital version of the system. The scheduling
doctor remarked that a lot of work associated with the previous version was now eliminated, and that the
new template would work just as well, or better, to make the actual plan for the schedule.
I will save at least 50 % of my time spent with the scheduling [in Microsoft Excel]. –
Scheduling Doctor
The Surgery coordinator noted that it now was possible to see the entire day at once, which made it clear
with just one look to see if a doctor was available for surgery or not. Further, it was regarded as easier to
work with than TakeCare, which was the system that the surgery coordinator had previously been using.
However, it was noted that the week numbers in the printed version were missing, which could be
immideatly rectified. The surgery coordinator concluded that the new schedule would eliminate the need
of having two members of the staff doing the data transfer from the schedule into TakeCare.
It is more explicit than the old schedule, more than TakeCare too, actually. – Surgery
Coordinator
Further, the coordinating nurse identified that all steps in the process of transferring the schedule to
TakeCare would be less difficult. The new system could be used with a single sheet of paper containing all
the information on a weekly basis, instead of using a minimum of four sheets covering the whole three
months of the planning period. The coordinating nurse stated several times that this most likely would lead
to fewer errors and less frustration when transferring the information, as less information had to be held
in memory, and that there was no need to memorize the previous symbols.
[It is possible to] quickly see what the doctor is doing and not having to think about little
symbols that have different special meanings. – Coordinating nurse
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It cannot be better; I cannot believe that no one has thought of this before. – Coordinating
nurse
We also did a think-aloud analysis with another nurse at the department who was the contact nurse for one
of the department’s specialties. The nurse used the schedule regularly in her work, but had not been part
of the design process. The results of this analysis showed that it was much easier for her to quickly and
intuitively retrieve the information she needed without getting explanations or documentation. She said it
was similar to what she was used to seeing and felt more logical.
[What is good is] that you don’t just see one week and then have to go to another schedule,
and then have to go to yet another schedule because it was an odd week instead of an even one.
– Contact nurse
The system performed as intended with only minor aesthetic changes, and scheduling codes needing
changes. More detail on performance with regard to resources (i.e. time and staff) used for scheduling can
be found in the design—reality gap, evaluation as it was one of the factors measured.

7.1.2. DESIGN—REALITY GAPS
The design—reality gap model was used to scope estimations of how well the systems supported the
scheduling process when implemented. To enable us to see how the new system performed compared to
the old ones, we used the same model for them. In some cases, the “old system” regards TakeCare, as this
was used in place of the MS Excel for the surgery coordinator. In those cases, TakeCare is explicitly
mentioned. The department manager was not included in the evaluation since he was not a frequent user
of the system. The technology category was only addressed with the scheduling doctor as the other users
were not using the automated parts or developing the schedule, but simply reading its information. The
scheduling doctor was also the only one needing to take into account management systems and structures
when planning (e.g. labor regulations, leave requests). For this reason, the management systems and
structures category was excluded for the other users.
For each category and stakeholder, we used a
three-grade scale, from low to high. A low gap
means that the system supports the scheduling
process, and that it will have no, or marginal,
impact on the effectiveness of the
implementation. A medium gap should either be
interpreted as the system being able to be more
adapted to the scheduling process, but that its
impact on the effectiveness of the
implementation can be regarded as low, or that
even though there is little discordance between
the system and the needs, there will be an impact
on the effectiveness of implementation. A high
gap means that the system does not support the
scheduling process, and that its impact on the
effectiveness of the implementation will be
substantial. The results were promising and are

Figure 4. Model used for assessing design-reality gap.
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presented as an overview in Table 10 for the old system, and Table 11 for the new one. The following
paragraph discusses our grading of each category and stakeholder.
The old systems’ biggest problems were those associated with the information category. All users had
experienced problems regarding the information presentation of the systems. In the new system these
problems were resolved. The only critique received that was not immediately rectified, was that the surgery
coordinator regarded some of the information as superfluous. Regarding technology, the only thing that
was needed was to ensure that the system could be used at the department. As both the revised version,
and the old template, was built upon the same software, there were no gaps in the technology category for
either of the systems. As for the process category, the old system did have the necessary functionality to
develop the schedule, as well as to create views that were used in the dependent processes. However, it was
error prone when transferring data, due to the ambiguous and implicit nature of how the information was
presented (e.g. special conditions, such as a special event every other Tuesday that was not included in any
of the schedules but was regarded as common knowledge by the scheduling doctor). In the revised version,
this was resolved. Nevertheless, the coordinating nurse expressed concerns that implicit information may
still be present, due to this information being controlled by the scheduling doctor. A solution would require
communication between the scheduling doctor and the coordinating nurse regarding such information, and
whether it was made explicit in the schedule. As for the objectives and values category, it was not discussed
much during the evaluation because users had little or nothing to say about it. This was likely to stem from
that staff members of the department designed both the old and the new system. In the staffing and skills
category, we found it might be possible to solve tasks using fewer staff with the new system, which was not
the case for the old ones. Finally, the other resources category was evaluated differently. Here we assumed
that the old system was acceptable in terms of use of resources at the time of implementation, but we
assessed some gaps to be medium, since these were put forward as problems by the department when we
started our work. The expected time needed for the processes was significantly decreased with the new
system and therefore we assessed those gaps to be low, although there might have been other ways to make
those processes even more efficient. At the bottom of Table 10 and Table 11, our overall assessment of
the impact on implementation effectiveness for each category is presented.
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Table 10. Design—reality gap analysis of the old system.
Interviewee

Information

Technology

Processes

Objectives
and values

Staffing and
skills

Managemen
t systems
and
structures

Other
resources

Scheduling
doctor

Medium Not user
friendly

Low - The
system works
well in the
target
environment

Medium –
Not
automated

Low - Well
adapted to
objectives and
values

Low - No
additional
skills or staff
required

Low - Works
well with
management
systems and
structures

Medium - One
week per
scheduling
cycle

Coordinating
nurse

High Incomplete
and implicit
information

High Additional
work required
due to
mismatches
between
predefined
templates and
actual
schedule

Low - Well
adapted to
objectives and
values

Medium Need for two
persons to
transfer
schedule to
TakeCare

Low - Two
work days
spread over
one week

Surgery
coordinator

Medium Used
TakeCare
which worked
well but
difficult to get
overview due
to inability to
display entire
day in one
screen

Low TakeCare
supported the
processes but
color coding
was
inadequate

Low - Well
adapted to
objectives and
values

Low - No
additional
skills or staff
required

Medium - A
couple of
hours. Need
for two
people to
double check
in order to
ensure that
there are no
errors

Contact
nurse

High Implicit and
ambiguous
information.
No clear
guidelines or
instructions
on how to
interpret
some
information.

Medium Not well
adapted to the
work process

Low - Well
adapted to
objectives and
values

Low - No
additional
skills or staff
required

Low - Not
much time
spent, thus
time spent is
negligible
either way

Overall

High

High

Low

Low

Low
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Low

Medium

Table 11. Design reality gap analysis of the new system.
Interviewee

Information

Technology

Processes

Objectives
and values

Staffing and
skills

Scheduling
doctor

Low Sufficient
information

Low - The
system works
well in the
target
environment

Low Automation
of processes
is positive

Low - Well
adapted to
objectives and
values

Low - No
additional
skills or staff
required

Coordinating
nurse

Low Sufficient
information

Medium –
Information
clearly visible
but depends
on whether
some
information
will be made
implicit by the
scheduling
doctor

Low - Well
adapted to
objectives and
values

Low –
Possible to
use only one
person for
transferring
information

Low - Unsure
- but a lot less
demanding so
a large
decrease in
time taken is
to be
expected

Surgery
coordinator

Medium Minor
elements of
superfluous
information

Low - Much
easier than
old system.
Clear and
unambiguous.

Low - Well
adapted to
objectives and
values

Low - No
additional
skills or staff
required

Low - Will be
an
improvement,
may eliminate
need for two
nurses when
transferring
information
to ORBIT
and surgery
binder

Contact
nurse

Low - Useful
information,
presented in a
good way (day
by day
activities
explicit,
grouped
weekly).
Logical
presentation.
One view
with all
information
instead of
different
Low

Low Supports
current work
processes

Low - Well
adapted to
objectives and
values

Low - No
additional
skills or staff
required

Low - Not
much time
spent, thus
time spent is
negligible
either way

Medium

Low

Low

Overall

Low

Managemen
t systems
and
structures
Low - Works
well with
management
systems and
structures

Low

Other
resources
Low - Will cut
work needed
in half

Low

7.2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results from the conducted think-aloud evaluations showed that the stakeholders of the system were
pleased with the new functionality and the structure of the data presentations. The scheduling doctor
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remarked that up to 50 % of the time spent with developing the schedule in MS Excel could be saved, and
that a great number of the redundant tasks associated with the previous template were now eliminated. The
coordinating nurse noticed that the process of transferring the data from the doctors’ schedule into
TakeCare would be less difficult as the system provided the needed information in one view on a weekbased format, and not fragmented into a minimum of four views covering the entire planning process of
three months. Further, the coordinating nurse stated that fewer errors were likely to be made as it no longer
was needed to keep a great amount of information in memory. Another nurse remarked that the revised
schedule enabled her to quickly and intuitively retrieve the information she needed to perform her tasks.
Finally, the surgery coordinator regarded the system to be easier to work with than TakeCare, and that the
new system would eliminate the need of having two members of the staff working simultaneously with the
data transfer.
As for the design—reality gaps, the results showed that the old template was associated with large gaps in
the information and process categories, and low gaps in the remainder of the categories. Regarding the
revised MS Excel template, the gaps were low in all of the categories with the exception of the processes
category, in which the gap was medium. This was due to the coordinating nurse expressing concerns about
implicit information that the scheduling doctor regarded as common knowledge.

7.3. ANALYSIS
In this section, the analysis of the data gathered through think-aloud evaluations and reality-design gaps is
presented, cross-reviewed with literature from the fields of software innovations in healthcare and software
evaluation in healthcare. First, we analyze the results regarding usability of the evaluation methods used,
and compare the new system to the ten usability heuristics as presented by Nielsen (1995). After that, the
results regarding system performance from the methods used are analyzed. The purpose of the analysis is
to conclude on research question three.

7.3.1. USABILITY AND HEURISTICS
This part of our evaluation is presented only in the analysis section of this chapter since the inspection
method used, heuristic evaluation, involves direct analysis, meaning that the data cannot be separated from
it. Our evaluation of the new system is presented in Table 12 where we review each heuristic separately.
After this we present a summary of the evaluation.
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Table 12. Summary of heuristic analysis of the new system.
Measure

New system

Visibility of system
status

The lack of a cloud-like tool for communication and storing the schedule means
that it is hard to tell whether the schedule has been changed or if it is the latest
version. The way the schedule is used (printed when finished then altered by
pen) somewhat reduces the adverse effects of this.

Match between
system and the real
world

This is covered rather well by the design—reality gap model analysis and the
match between system and reality is good. The schedule is structured in a way
that matches how work is done at the department, with forenoon and afternoon
shifts and a weekly work cycle (doctors’ meetings and nurses’ meetings are
weekly)

User control and
freedom

The scheduling doctor can feel safe that others do not alter the schedule, as
changes are password protected. Still it is a Microsoft Excel workbook and as
such the staff can save a copy to manipulate its data if they have the need for it.

Consistency and
standards

Abbreviations and terminology used is the same that is used at the department.
The layout of the schedule is similar to what most people think of when they
think about schedules, which means that it is easily understood.

Error prevention

The error prone parts of the new system are when transferring data to other
systems, although the risk has been reduced from the old system, and when
running the automations and editing the base document. We have tried to
minimize the function set to reduce risk of errors by weighing their value against
the risk for errors.

Recognition rather
than recall

The system provides adjusted views for all work processes involved in the
scheduling process and all variables and abbreviations are visible in a legend, and
uses the same language as the department. The need of using several documents
simultaneously has been eliminated.

Flexibility and
efficiency of use

All simple repetitive tasks in making the schedule have been automated and what
is left is the analytic puzzle that requires the competence of the scheduling
doctor. The system automatically transfers all occurrences of on-call duties,
conferences, and external commitments into associated lists. There are also
support functions that let the user choose the dates of the planning period and
automatically create the block-schedules for each week within that period.

Aesthetic and
minimalist design

The schedule is now a single document with a unified time-resolution, containing
all information about the schedule in one sheet, and overviews for on-call duties,
conferences, and external commitments. Color coding has been added to aid
users in seeing more important events.

Help users recognize,
diagnose, and recover
from error

Automated functions may produce unexpected errors, but these can be
recovered from. There is user input verification and feedback where needed.

Help and
documentation

We have created a short documentation with step-by-step instructions and made
it available to the clinic to make it easier for new users to understand the system,
as well as to support the personnel currently working with it.

7.3.2. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
By using our new system, the scheduling doctor will be able to finish the schedule in half the time from
when all pre-conditions are collected. Thus, the scheduling doctor, who is a valuable resource at the
department as a surgeon, will have more time to perform duties in the line of her proficiency. However,
collecting the pre-conditions will take as much time as before since there was no good communications
platform for doing this. The deconfliction of the schedule and review will also take as long time as before.
Regarding the process of feeding ORBIT with data, the surgery coordinator will now be able to start
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planning surgeries as soon as the schedule is finished, as it is no longer necessary to wait up to one week
for the schedule to be transferred to TakeCare. This is especially beneficial for long term planning, and can
reduce the mean time for patients to receive their notice of surgery. Additionally, the surgery coordinator
will no longer need the help of another nurse to transfer the data into the surgery binder. As for the
coordinating nurse, less time transferring the schedule will be spent, and without the need of help from an
extra nurse either. Overall usability seems to have increased compared to the old system and fewer errors
can be expected as one of the results. It was also stated by several stakeholders that they were likely to make
fewer errors.

7.4. SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
The evaluation of the system and the tests of it at the department showed that our design measures had the
desired effects. It will definitely enable the department to plan surgeries earlier. It will decrease utilization
of staff for scheduling and related processes and probably lead to fewer errors in those processes. The
system is more adapted to the department, to its processes, and to its staff making their work with the
schedule less frustrating and time consuming.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter presents a summary of the findings from our study. The research questions are answered
respectively, and possibilities for future work are presented.
The purpose of this study was to improve the complex scheduling process and the resulting delays in other
planning processes, at a specialized surgery department, in order to make it less time consuming and reduce
errors and also to make it more user friendly. Developing and implementing a software system that
improves the scheduling process was the aim of this study. The main research question was: How can a
supporting software system be designed to improve the scheduling of doctors at a specialized surgery department? Our three
sub-questions that collectively answered the main research question were answered using action research
methods. The upcoming paragraphs answer each of the sub-questions respectively.

8.1. RQ1 – WHAT PROBLEMS HAVE LED TO THE ISSUES WITH CURRENT SYSTEMS
AND PROCESSES USED IN THE SCHEDULING OF DOCTORS AT THE DEPARTMENT?
This study shows that the issues that were associated with systems and processes for scheduling doctors at
the department stemmed from a few different underlying problems. The three most important problems
were hierarchies stemming from the categorizing of personnel, the complexity of the setting and the lack
of knowledge in the fields of system design and collaborative processes. In the following paragraphs we
present these problems.
Firstly, the levels of educational professionalism at the department opened up for hierarchies, since
specialized departments, such as the one studied, require high levels of professional expertise in narrow
fields of knowledge and skill. This study shows that the hierarchies separated different personnel categories
and the barriers between them, which impeded communications and collaborative work when addressing
cross-functional problems, and created occurrences of “we against them” mentalities. This lead to
difficulties in recognizing the problems of the other personnel categories, and a tendency to focus on
solving discrete problems for individuals, rather than creating solutions that suited the organization in its
entirety. We also found that the hierarchies lead to failure to accept the solutions coming from other groups
in the hierarchy, as the solutions tended to focus solely on aiding that group. Moreover, these paradigms
lead to insufficient communication regarding things not being part of daily work routines, such as changes
in timings for a conference, which impeded the quality of collaborations in cross-functional processes.
When collaborations occurred, the different views of the problem lead to occurrences of implicit
information that was not known by all stakeholders.
Secondly, the great amount of different tasks performed by the different personnel categories, and the great
variety of ways that the systems were used in daily operations by different staff members, made it very
difficult for the staff involved in the scheduling process to incorporate all needs into one system addressing
everyone. This lead to changes in work routines and new solutions not being credible in the eyes of all
stakeholders at the department. The result of the design—reality gap evaluation of the old system
exemplifies this. In the same way, the complexity of the setting made personnel unaware that problems
existed. This was because being aware of a problem demanded a great deal of knowledge about the needs
of all involved stakeholders. Moreover, priorities in the solution chosen tended to be based on problem
ownership, rather than on consequences for the department in its entirety.
Finally, a lack of competence in the fields of system design and collaborative processes created yet another
barrier to solving problems in cross-functional processes using software technology. The healthcare
professionals simply did not have the competence necessary to develop supporting software that addressed
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the problems of each stakeholder, and they were unable to evaluate already implemented systems to assess
whether they were usable for all stakeholders. Additionally, some members of the staff were unaware that
simple solutions to problems existed, while others lacked the competence to realize a solution or defining
credible design goals.

8.2. RQ2 – HOW CAN THE DESIGNING OF A SOFTWARE SYSTEM ADDRESS THOSE
PROBLEMS?
We identified measures that can address the problems we found with the scheduling. With these measures
it is possible to design a system that can be implemented effectively.
To overcome the barriers formed by the hierarchical nature of the categories of personnel at the
department, there was a need to enable the staff members of the different categories to communicate the
problem with each other. This was achieved by using participatory design (PD). We used an approach called
computer supported cooperative work (CSCW) to enable staff to reach a mutual understanding of all the different
needs of the stakeholders during the development of the new system. By having the staff members
participate in group-meetings, or reach understandings through us as an intermediary, an information
exchange that made the actual problems arise brought about a consensus about what aspects that were vital
to address for the benefit of the department in its entirety.
The complexity of the department demanded that both us as system designers and the target group reached
understanding of the perceived problems, their underlying causes, and what consequences they had on
other systems and processes. It was essential that everyone involved in the development understood the
preconditions and what constraints they put on the solutions, but also what opportunities that were open
for them. To achieve this, PD worked as a tool for knowledge exchange and acquisition, and narrowed the
gaps between expected outcomes and implementation possibilities. Moreover, using user centered system design
(UCSD) assured that the individual demands of all stakeholders were catered for. This improved the
possibilities of a successful implementation, and worked as a way to reach better understanding of the
design needed. Also, having their needs catered for, the stakeholders got more engaged and willing to
commit themselves to the new product, and this worked as a means to counteract not invented here problems
and other internal antagonisms.
Finally, usability was a very important aspect that needed to be addressed, as the insufficient competences
of healthcare professionals regarding the fields of system design and collaborative processes made them
unable to assess the suitability of the system interfaces themselves. They also did not have the education
and skills needed for them to understand the many possible tools and technologies that could be used to
solve such problems. Further, there was a need to design the system in such a way that the user interfaces
reflected the needs of the target setting. By using usability evaluation methods (i.e. inspection, inquiry, and
testing) combined with PD, we managed to educate the stakeholders in the many different tools and
techniques that can be used when solving problems such as ours. This paved the way for an effective
implementation.
To be able to achieve the above, an iterative work process was necessary, since it takes time and repetition
to change attitudes, and reach mutual understanding.

8.3. RQ3 – CAN SUCH A DESIGN IMPROVE THE SCHEDULING OF DOCTORS, IN
TERMS OF TIME USED, ERRORS, AND STAFF SATISFACTION?
We have showed that by using participatory and user centered design, and employing a computer supported
cooperative work approach, we achieved an effective implementation of a system that caters for the needs
of all stakeholders. The tests and evaluations showed that the time from start of scheduling to the start of
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the last dependent process will be decreased by at least one week using the new system. The new system
will also reduce time needed for work in the process of developing the doctors’ schedule. The doctor
managing the schedule will reduce time spent with Microsoft Excel (the main tool used) by fifty percent.
In the processes of transferring the schedule’s data to other systems, it will be possible to use one person
instead of two without increasing the time taken. User friendliness of the system is increased in all
dependent processes and fewer errors, and better working conditions are expected as a result. Designing a
system in this way improved the scheduling of doctors, in terms of time used, errors, and staff satisfaction.

8.4. MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION
This study has shown that the problems that can be expected in similar settings, when it comes to designing
a new software system supporting administrative work processes, are: 1) the hierarchies in a specialized
surgery department that may lead to failure to accept designs, and solutions not taking all stakeholders into
account, 2) the complexity that may lead to an inability to identify the real problems and to define
appropriate design goals, and 3) the combination of those making a mutual understanding of design goals,
problems and solutions being hard to reach. If these problems are not taken into consideration, the system
will likely fail.
To address these problems, one should first make sure that the problem and setting is fully understood,
using observations, interviews with all stakeholders, and participating in their daily work. This forms a
credible foundation for a system design that can be iterated upon. During the design process, it is vital that
mutual understanding of the problem is reached. This includes both stakeholders and designers. Through
this understanding, it is also possible to set design goals that reflect the needs of the organization in its
entirety, and not just a few individuals. This mutual understanding also ensures that all stakeholder needs
are covered. By engaging the stakeholders and giving them attention, and being perceptive, stakeholder
commitment to, and acceptance of, the solution can be achieved. When users are committed and engaged,
they take ownership of, and champion, the developed solution, which paves the way for an effective
implementation.
Our evaluations and tests show that following the above guidelines, when designing a system supporting
scheduling at a specialized surgery clinic, will enable an effective implementation, i.e. the system is used as
intended and accomplishes all tasks it was designed for.

8.5. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
One of our biggest limitations is that the next scheduling cycle at the clinic took place after the completion
of our thesis work. Hence, we were not able to measure the outcomes of using our developed system in
the scheduling process, but had to rely on qualitative data when evaluating the performance of the system.
However, even if we had been able to measure the system performance quantitatively after implementation,
there existed no quantitative data to compare against. Moreover, the communications tool was never
realized, which might have affected the results of our evaluation, as it does not take into account all design
measures taken during the process. There is no way of knowing how this would have affected our results.
Finally, the study was conducted at only one department and only one time, which means that the persons
involved, both researchers and staff at the department, influenced the outcomes. It is not possible to know
what the outcomes would have been if other persons where involved instead. We have taken measures
against this by including personalities and attitudes when analyzing our data.
Examples of future studies that could elaborate on our findings are studies further investigating the
developing of small stand-alone applications for supporting healthcare staff and processes. Measuring the
possibilities of value gain from small projects such as ours is an interesting concept. Another interesting
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subject would be to investigate what obstacles that need to be overcome, in order to be able to implement
larger systems or more integrated systems, in terms of regulations, stakeholders, and key-personnel.
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF INTERVIEWS
Table 13. List of interviews.
Interviewee

Place

Date

Topic

Surgery Coordinator

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/01/19

Work routines with
ORBIT and surgery
binder

Coordinating Nurse

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/01/19

Work routines with
TakeCare

Surgery Coordinator

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/01/20

Planning of surgeries

Coordinating Nurse

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/01/20

The doctors schedule

Scheduling Doctor

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/01/28

Scheduling process

Linda Svensson

Royal Institute of
Technology

2015/02/11

IT system architecture

Department Manager

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/02/27

Project scope

Malin Nordström

eHealth and strategic
IT, Karolinska
University Hospital

2015/03/04

Strategic IT in
healthcare

Scheduling Doctor

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/03/09

Evaluate prototype
MVP communications
tool

Scheduling Doctor

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/03/19

Evaluate prototype

Coordinating Nurse

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/03/27

TakeCare data transfers

Scheduling Doctor

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/04/01

Evaluate prototype

Scheduling Doctor

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/04/15

Evaluate prototype

Scheduling Doctor

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/04/21

Evaluated prototype

Johan Rinder

eHealth and strategic
IT, Karolinska
University Hospital

2015/04/17

The department, IT in
healthcare

Coordinating Nurse

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/05/27

Think-aloud evaluation
Design—reality gap

Surgery Coordinator

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/05/27

Think-aloud evaluation
Design—reality gap

Scheduling Doctor

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/05/27

Think-aloud evaluation
Design—reality gap

Contact Nurse

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

2015/05/27

Think-aloud evaluation
Design—reality gap
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW GUIDES
All interviews were held in Swedish. For this reason, all questions contained in these interview guides are
in Swedish.

INTERVIEWS WITH NURSES IN JANUARY 2015
1. Hur fungerar schemaläggningen av läkarna? Bra/dåligt?
2. Hur påverkar schemaläggningen ditt arbete?
3. Har det någon gång blivit fel eller konsekvenser på grund av hur schemaläggningen fungerar?
a) Ge exempel (arbetsbelastning, minskad påverkan, etc)
b) Hade det kunnat undvikas om schemat hade fungerat bättre?
4. Hur skulle det kunna fungera bättre?
a) Går det att genomföra sådan förbättringar
5. Sammanfattning – validering

INTERVIEW WITH SCHEDULING DOCTOR 2015/01/28
1. Hur fungerar processen med läkarschemat idag?
a. Varför är processen utformad som den är?
b. Hur är de andra läkarna involverade?
c. Hur är Coord. Nurse involverad?
d. Vilka fler är delaktiga?
e. Vilka dokument produceras?
2. Vad är syftet med dem?
a. Vilka är de huvudsakliga konsumenterna?
b. Hur kommuniceras/delas dem?
3. Vilka problem upplever du med processen som den ser ut idag?
a. Vilka är flaskhalsarna?
4. Vad tycker du fungerar bra med processen som den ser ut idag?
a. Vad är det bästa med systemet?
5. Vad avgör att schemat är klart och publiceras?
6. Vilka IT-system har du stöd av i processen?
7. Vad saknar du för stöd i form av kommunikation/processer/IT?

INTERVIEW WITH SCHEDULING DOCTOR 2015/03/09
1. Rader och namn
a) Hur fungerar detta?
b) Går det att göra schema med namn istället?
c) LÄK24 och LÄK25, vad innebär dessa rader?
2. Jourlistan
a) Hur fungerar bakjouren?
b) Hur fungerar dagbakjouren & klinikjouren?
c) Hur fungerar primärjouren?
3. Frågor om veckoschemat med jour
a) Hur ska jourerna läggas in?
b) Som egen jourkolumn, eller i vanliga planeringsfältet per dag?
c) Kan man ta bort jour-raderna ur schemat och lägga till rader för namn?
4. Randraderna
a) Hur fungerar dessa?
5. Externa uppdrag
a) Externa uppdrag (Karolinska, danderyd, s:t göran)
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b) Är dessa alltid veckovis?
6. Övrigt
a) Vad innebär dubbelnotationerna?
i) In/adm,
ii) In + adm
iii) In/Mott
b) Prioritering i färgsättning
c) Vilken förkortning är oftast mest eftersökt?

INTERVIEW WITH MALIN NORDSTRÖM 2015/03/04
1) Del 1 - Webbapp
a) Var kan en lösning ligga?
i) Finns det något intranät som används för liknande applikationer?
b) Vilka säkerhetsaspekter behöver vi ta hänsyn till?
i) Finns det någon säkerhetsfråga utöver patientsekretess och dataintrång?
c) Övriga aspekter som du anser vara viktiga att tänka på?

2) Del 2 - Schemaläggning och IT i stort
a) Hur går upphandling till?
i) Vilka aktörer är inblandade?
ii) Finns det några flaskhalsar?
b) Hur sker implementation av nya system?
i) Utbildning av personal som ska använda systemet?
ii) Uppföljning
(1) Görs det?
(2) Hur går det till?
(3) Vem gör uppföljningen?
c) Finns det behov av förändring från hur det fungerar idag?
d) Verksamhetsbaserad schemaläggning (använd storytelling för att komma fram till dessa)
i) Fördelar?
ii) Nackdelar?
e) Individuell schemaläggning
i) Fördelar?
ii) Nackdelar?

INTERVIEW WITH JOHAN RINDER 2015/04/17
Syfte: Få en historikkring schemaläggning och hur systemet uppkommit och utvecklats. Hur har man sett
på systemet och problemen kopplat till det? Dubbelbokningar, miskommunikation, och att det tar mycket
tid i anspråk från personal. Om man känt till problemen varför har förändringar inte skett? Hur är det att
genomföra förändringar, vilka möjligheter/problem finns?
1) Introduktion
a) Om oss och vårt arbete
b) Varför vi vill prata med Johan
c) Sekretess och inspelning
2) Berätta om hur schemaläggningen fungerade på kliniken under din tid där.
a) Exemplifiera!
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3)

4)

5)
6)

b) Motivera eventuella beslut.
i) Varför?
Såg du eller de andra på kliniken ett behov av att förändra hur schemaläggningen fungerade?
a) Kommer du ihåg något sådant tillfälle?
b) Gjordes några förändringar i schemaläggningsprocessen/systemet?
i) Om ja:
(1) Berätta om dem!
c) Om nej
i) Varför inte?
Försökte man genomföra några andra förändringar av den här typen?
a) Exemplifiera
b) Vilka hinder fanns?
c) Fanns det någon form av stöd?
d) Hur ställde sig personalen till förändringar?
e) Finns det andra personer/organisationer som lägger sig i?
f) Användes de?
i) Svårigheter?
ii) Gick det bra?
(1) Om inte, varför?
Arbetade ni någon gång med externa aktörer i projekt?
Hur involverades ni i projekt som berörde kliniken?
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APPENDIX C: OBSERVATIONS
Table 14. List of observations.
Date

Location

Activities

2015/01/19

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Tour of facilities and activities at the
department

2015/01/20

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Department nurses’ morning meeting

2015/01/20

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Looking at nurses meeting room and
information boards

2015/01/27

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Break room chats

2015/01/28

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Surgery planning & doctors’ schedule

2015/02/02

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Coordinating nurse’s work process

2015/02/05

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Surgery coordinator’s work process

2015/02/06

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Process of booking patients for doctor’s
appointments

2015/02/19

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Clinic nurses’ morning meeting

2015/02/24

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Discussed scheduling with Managing nurse
and Coordinating nurse

2015/03/02

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Nurses’ balanced scorecard and strategy
map

2015/03/03

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Participated in nurses’ daily work

2015/03/04

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Participated in patient meetings

2015/03/09

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Nurses’ improvent work process for
organizational improvement

2015/03/12

The Department for
Reconstructive Surgery

Administrative personnel and their work
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APPENDIX D: LIST OF DEPARTMENT MEETINGS
During these meetings, we presented our work thus far to the participants, received feedback and discussed
our questions as well as future work. These meetings were held in a conference room at the department,
with all of the involved stakeholders as well as all doctors, nurses and administrative staff that were available.
Further, representatives from the CTMH project group and other master thesis students conducting
research at the department were present.
Table 15. List of department meetings.
Date

Topic

2015/02/02

First presentation. Decision of our revised problem formulation

2015/04/13

Second presentation. Functionalities of prototypes and how they reflected
the needs of the department

2015/05/27

Final presentation. Delivery of our final product.
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APPENDIX E: FOCUS GROUP
Date: 2015/04/14
Place: The department
Participants: Department Manager, Scheduling Doctor, Surgery Coordinator, Coordinating Nurse,
Contact Nurse
Issues discussed: Catering for all needs of all stakeholders regarding the new MS Excel system and
planning for the implementation.
Note: The focus group was conducted in Swedish; hence the material used in it was Swedish.
Table 16. Focus group stakeholder needs mapping.
Egenmappning av intressenter/behov
Roll

Läsa ut ur systemen

Skriva in i
systemen

Kommunicera

Processer som ska
stödjas

VhtC

(indikatorer)

-

-

-

Schemaläggare

Ledighetsbehov
Kommentarer
Översikt

JA

Schemakorrigeringar

Schemaläggning

PlaneringsKoord

Rader anpassade för TC

JA

Ändringar till
schemaläggare
(ex. mail)

Planering (TakeCare)

OpKoord

Dagar anpassade för
ORBIT / OpPärm

-

Ändringar till
schemaläggare
(ex. mail)

OpPlan
(ORBIT/OpPärm)

Läkare

Individschema

-

Schemakorrigeringar

Kommunikation kring
schema

SSK

Schema Op/mott
Individschema

-

-

Arbetsfördelning
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Table 17. Focus group stakeholder needs mapping. Additions from department.
Klinikens tillägg/ändringar

Roll

Läsa ut ur
systemen

VhtC

Schemaläggare

Skriva in i
systemen

-

Avvikande ledighet

JA

PlaneringsKoord

OpKoord

Läkare

-

SSK

-
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Kommunicera

Processer som ska
stödjas

Table 18. Focus group agenda.
Körschema implementering
Tacka alla för deltagande
Leverera en produkt som ger stöd
Syfte, mål

5 min

Skapa förutsättningar för implementation
Diskutera med varandra. Ställ frågor

Inledning

Avgränsning kommunikationsverktyg
Förevisning excel
Verktyget

10 min
Case excel

Gå igenom behovsanalys 5 min
Behov

Egen disk

10 min

Frågor funk

10 min

Inledning
Implementation

5 min

Gå efter mall diskutera på vägen
30 min
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xls-fil, kommentarer(vem ser/hur tas bort)
Varför?

Table 19. Focus group barriers to change and risks of failure in implementation.
Implementering av excel- och kommunikationsverktyg
Vad vi identifierat

Klinikens tillägg

Risker

Lösning

Projektägare

Resurser

Utse en projektägare

Slutanvändares
hängivenhet och
kunskap

Vill/kan inte använda
verktyget

Utbildning och involvering

Svårigheter med att
presentera schemat på
webben

Undersöka tekniska
förutsättningar och skapa
prioriteringslista

Oklarheter kring var
kommunikationsverktyget ska ligga

Ta kontakt med ITarkitekt

Systemarkitektur på
kliniken

Organisationen

Säkerhetsfrågor

Ta kontakt med ITarkitekt

Kliniken inte mottaglig för
förändring

Utbildning och utse en
projektägare

Missförstånd i vad som är
viktigt
Kritisk
funktionalitet och
scope

Funktionalitet som saknas
Funktionalitet som är svår
att förstå
Överflödig funktionalitet
Systemet är långsammare
än dagens system

Systemets
användbarhet

Systemet är svårt att förstå

Otillräcklig
involvering av
användare i
design och
planering

Systemet speglar inte
behoven

Överlämning

Systemet presenterar
information som inte
behövs

Kommunicera med rätt
personer
Iterativ utvecklingsprocess
Göra systemet så enkelt
som möjligt att använda

Scheduling Doctor

Vore bra om
webbapplikationen kan
ligga externt.

Bättre med mail om inte
kommunikationsverktyget
fungerar som det ska
Egen sida för ledighetsansökningarna

Automatisera arbete där
det är möjligt
Utbilda användare
Kommunicera med
slutanvändare om vilken
information som är
överflödig
Kommunicera med rätt
personer
Utse projektägare

Utvecklarna kan inte stödja
användarna efter
överlämning

Utbildning, handbok,
förklaringar, intuitiv design

Systemet fungerar inte som
det ska

Lösning

Kommunicera med rätt
personer

Systemet används inte av
kliniken

Systemet används inte

Risker

Utse projektägare
Utvecklarna uppdaterar
systemet
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Innan midsommar

APPENDIX F: THE OLD MS EXCEL TEMPLATE
This section contains the screenshots of each view of the old MS Excel template. The names used in the
screenshots do not reflect the names of staff at the department, in order to preserve their anonymity.
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Figure 5. Overview schedule from old system.
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Figure 6. Weekly block schedule from old system.
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Figure 7. On-call schedule from old system.
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Figure 8. Daytime on-call schedule from old system.
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Figure 9. Consulting schedule from old system.
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Figure 10. Conference schedule from old system.
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APPENDIX G: THE COMMUNICATIONS TOOL

Figure 11. Prototype for communications tool.
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APPENDIX H: THE NEW SYSTEM

Figure 12. User dialogue from new system.
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Figure 13. Legend from new system.
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Figure 14. Week view from new schedule. Example week.
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Figure 15. On-call schedule from new system.
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Figure 16. Consulting schedule from new system.
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Figure 17. Conference schedule from new system.
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APPENDIX I: CODE FOR NEW MS EXCEL TEMPLATE
Attribute VB_Name = "Modul1"
Public Function InputLakarnr()
Dim lakarnr As Variant
Do While True
lakarnr = InputBox("Mata in nummer för den person som schemat ska skapas för")
If IsNumeric(lakarnr) Then
Sheets("Jämn").Select
For i = 3 To AntalLakare
If Cells(i, 1).Value = CInt(lakarnr) Then
InputLakarnr = CInt(lakarnr)
Exit Do
End If
Next i
MsgBox ("Hittade ingen läkare med det numret")
ElseIf (lakarnr <> "") Then
MsgBox (lakarnr & "är inte ett nummer")
ElseIf True Then
MsgBox ("Schemaskapandet avbrutet")
InputLakarnr = -1
Exit Do
End If
Loop
End Function
Public Function InputDate(message As String) As Date
Dim datum_string As String
Do While True
datum_string = InputBox(message)
If IsDate(datum_string) Then
InputDate = DateValue(datum_string)
Exit Do
ElseIf (datum_string = "") Then
MsgBox ("Planering avbryts")
InputDate = -1
Exit Do
Else
MsgBox "Inte ett giltigt datumformat"
End If
Loop

End Function
Public Function AntalLakare() As Integer
Set lakar_range = Sheets("jämn").Range("A3", "A60")
AntalLakare = Application.WorksheetFunction.CountA(lakar_range)
End Function
Public Function Jamn(vecka As Date) As String
If VeckoNummer(vecka) Mod 2 = 0 Then
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Jamn = "jämn"
Else
Jamn = "ojämn"
End If
End Function
Public Function VeckoNummer(dag As Date) As Integer
d2 = DateSerial(Year(dag - Weekday(dag - 1) + 4), 1, 3)
VeckoNummer = Int((dag - d2 + Weekday(d2) + 5) / 7)
End Function
Public Function MakeWeek(monday As Date, jour_lista_offset As Integer, konf_list_offset
As Integer)
Dim antal_lakare As Integer
antal_lakare = AntalLakare()
Dim jamn_ojamn As String
jamn_ojamn = Jamn(monday) 'Kolla om jämn eller ojämn vecka'

'Kopiera från jämn/ojämn'
Sheets(jamn_ojamn).Copy After:=Sheets(Sheets.Count)
Sheets(Sheets.Count).Name = "v" & VeckoNummer(monday) & " (Diff)"
Sheets(Sheets.Count).Tab.ColorIndex = 15
Sheets(jamn_ojamn).Copy After:=Sheets(Sheets.Count)
Sheets(Sheets.Count).Name = "v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
Sheets(Sheets.Count).Tab.ColorIndex = 5

'Rensa innehållet i bladen'
Sheets("v" & VeckoNummer(monday) & " (Diff)").Select
Range("C3", "Z" & (antal_lakare + 2)).Select
Selection.ClearContents
Range("A1").Value = "Vecka " & VeckoNummer(monday)
Sheets("v" & VeckoNummer(monday)).Select
Range("B3", "Z" & (antal_lakare + 2)).Select
Selection.ClearContents
Range("A1").Value = "Vecka " & VeckoNummer(monday)

'Fyll i formel i celler'
Range("B3:Z" & (antal_lakare + 2)).FormulaR1C1 = _
"=IF('v" & VeckoNummer(monday) & " (Diff)'!RC<>"""",'v" &
VeckoNummer(monday) & " (Diff)'!RC,IF('" & jamn_ojamn & "'!RC<>"""",'" &
jamn_ojamn & "'!RC,""""))"
Range("B37").Formula = _
"=CONCATENATE('v" & VeckoNummer(monday) & " (Diff)'!B37,"" "",'" &
jamn_ojamn & "'!B37)"
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'Ange datum i bladen'
Sheets("v" & VeckoNummer(monday) & " (Diff)").Select
Range("C1") = (monday)
Range("G1") = (DateAdd("d", 1, monday))
Range("K1") = (DateAdd("d", 2, monday))
Range("O1") = (DateAdd("d", 3, monday))
Range("S1") = (DateAdd("d", 4, monday))
Range("W1") = (DateAdd("d", 5, monday))
Range("Y1") = (DateAdd("d", 6, monday))
Range("A1").Select
Sheets("v" & VeckoNummer(monday)).Select
Range("C1") = (monday)
Range("G1") = (DateAdd("d", 1, monday))
Range("K1") = (DateAdd("d", 2, monday))
Range("O1") = (DateAdd("d", 3, monday))
Range("S1") = (DateAdd("d", 4, monday))
Range("W1") = (DateAdd("d", 5, monday))
Range("Y1") = (DateAdd("d", 6, monday))
Range("A1").Select
'Fyll i jourschema'
Sheets("Jour").Select
If "jämn" = jamn_ojamn Then
Range("J" & jour_lista_offset).Value = "Traumavecka"
Range("J" & jour_lista_offset).Interior.ColorIndex = 6
End If
Range("A" & jour_lista_offset) = VeckoNummer(monday)
Range("B" & jour_lista_offset) = (monday)
Range("B" & (jour_lista_offset + 1)) = (DateAdd("d", 1, monday))
Range("B" & (jour_lista_offset + 2)) = (DateAdd("d", 2, monday))
Range("B" & (jour_lista_offset + 3)) = (DateAdd("d", 3, monday))
Range("B" & (jour_lista_offset + 4)) = (DateAdd("d", 4, monday))
Range("B" & (jour_lista_offset + 5)) = (DateAdd("d", 5, monday))
Range("B" & (jour_lista_offset + 6)) = (DateAdd("d", 6, monday))
'Formler för dagbakjour'
Range("C" & (jour_lista_offset + 0)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""dagbakjour"",'v" &
VeckoNummer(monday) & "'!$C$3:$C$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("C" & (jour_lista_offset + 1)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""dagbakjour"",'v" &
VeckoNummer(monday) & "'!$G$3:$G$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("C" & (jour_lista_offset + 2)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""dagbakjour"",'v" &
VeckoNummer(monday) & "'!$K$3:$K$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
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Range("C" & (jour_lista_offset + 3)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""dagbakjour"",'v" &
VeckoNummer(monday) & "'!$O$3:$O$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("C" & (jour_lista_offset + 4)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""dagbakjour"",'v" &
VeckoNummer(monday) & "'!$S$3:$S$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
'Formler för klinikjour'
Range("E" & (jour_lista_offset + 0)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""klinikjour"",'v" &
VeckoNummer(monday) & "'!$C$3:$C$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("E" & (jour_lista_offset + 1)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""klinikjour"",'v" &
VeckoNummer(monday) & "'!$G$3:$G$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("E" & (jour_lista_offset + 2)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""klinikjour"",'v" &
VeckoNummer(monday) & "'!$K$3:$K$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("E" & (jour_lista_offset + 3)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""klinikjour"",'v" &
VeckoNummer(monday) & "'!$O$3:$O$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("E" & (jour_lista_offset + 4)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""klinikjour"",'v" &
VeckoNummer(monday) & "'!$S$3:$S$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
'Formler för primärjour'
Range("G" & (jour_lista_offset + 0)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$E$3:$E$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("G" & (jour_lista_offset + 1)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$I$3:$I$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("G" & (jour_lista_offset + 2)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$M$3:$M$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("G" & (jour_lista_offset + 3)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$Q$3:$Q$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("G" & (jour_lista_offset + 4)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$U$3:$U$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("G" & (jour_lista_offset + 5)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$W$3:$W$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("G" & (jour_lista_offset + 6)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$Y$3:$Y$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
'Formler för bakjour'
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Range("I" & (jour_lista_offset + 0)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$F$3:$F$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("I" & (jour_lista_offset + 1)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$J$3:$J$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("I" & (jour_lista_offset + 2)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$N$3:$N$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("I" & (jour_lista_offset + 3)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$R$3:$R$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("I" & (jour_lista_offset + 4)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$V$3:$V$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("I" & (jour_lista_offset + 5)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$X$3:$X$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
Range("I" & (jour_lista_offset + 6)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday)
& "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""x"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$Z$3:$Z$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
'Fyll i konfschema'
Sheets("Konf").Select
Range("B" & konf_list_offset) = VeckoNummer(monday)
'Formler för ÖNH må'
Range("C" & (konf_list_offset)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""*önh*"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$D$3:$D$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
'Formler för ÖNH ons'
Range("D" & (konf_list_offset)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""*önh*"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$L$3:$L$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
'Formler för MD-konf'
Range("E" & (konf_list_offset)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""*md*"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$K$3:$K$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
'Formler för HCC-konf'
Range("F" & (konf_list_offset)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""*hcc*"",'v" & VeckoNummer(monday) &
"'!$L$3:$L$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
'Fyll i konsultschema'
Sheets("Konsult").Select
Range("B" & konf_list_offset + 1) = VeckoNummer(monday)
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If "jämn" = jamn_ojamn Then
'Formler för karolinska'
Range("C" & (konf_list_offset + 1)).Formula = "=INDEX('v" &
VeckoNummer(monday) & "'!$B$3:$B$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",MATCH(""*bröstc*"",'v"
& VeckoNummer(monday) & "'!$O$3:$O$" & (antal_lakare + 2) & ",0))"
End If
Sheets("v" & VeckoNummer(monday)).Protect ("schema")

End Function
Sub Skapa_period()
Attribute Skapa_period.VB_ProcData.VB_Invoke_Func = " \n14"
'
' Skapa_period Makro
'
'
Dim start_vecka As Date
start_vecka = InputDate("Vilket datum är måndagen i periodens första vecka?
(ÅÅÅÅ••••-MM-DD)")
If start_vecka = -1 Then
Exit Sub
End If
Dim slut_vecka As Date
slut_vecka = InputDate("Vilket datum är måndagen i periodens sista vecka?
(ÅÅÅÅ••••-MM-DD)")
If start_vecka = -1 Then
Exit Sub
End If

Dim vecka_iter As Date
vecka_iter = start_vecka
Dim j_list_offset As Integer
j_list_offset = 9
Dim konf_list_offset As Integer
konf_list_offset = 4
Do While vecka_iter <= slut_vecka
Call MakeWeek(vecka_iter, j_list_offset, konf_list_offset)
vecka_iter = DateAdd("d", 7, vecka_iter)
j_list_offset = j_list_offset + 8
konf_list_offset = konf_list_offset + 1
Loop
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'Ta bort överflödiga rader i översiktsscheman'
'Jourschema'
Sheets("Jour").Select
Rows(j_list_offset & ":440").EntireRow.Delete
'Konfschema'
Sheets("Konf").Select
Rows(konf_list_offset & ":35").EntireRow.Delete
'Konsultschema'
Sheets("Konsult").Select
Rows((konf_list_offset + 1) & ":35").EntireRow.Delete
'Spara som ny fil'
Do
fName = Application.GetSaveAsFilename( _
fileFilter:="Excel Workbook (*.xlsx), *.xslx")
Loop Until fName <> False
Do
fPass = InputBox("Ange lösenord som filen ska sparas med")
Loop Until fPass <> ""
ThisWorkbook.SaveAs Filename:=fName, FileFormat:=xlOpenXMLWorkbook,
WriteResPassword:=fPass
'Dölj blad som inte används'
Sheets("Info").Select
End Sub
Sub Skapa_jourschema()
'
'Skapa ett jourschema i nytt document som endast innehåller värden (går att redigera)
'
Dim JourschemaBook As Workbook
'Skapa filnamn
Do
fName = Application.GetSaveAsFilename( _
fileFilter:="Excel Workbook (*.xlsx), *.xslx")
Loop Until fName <> False
'Skapa ny arbetsbok
Set JourschemaBook = Workbooks.Add
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'Kopiera till ny arbetsbok
ThisWorkbook.Sheets("Jour").Copy Before:=JourschemaBook.Sheets(1)
'Konvertera formler till värden i ny bok
With JourschemaBook.Sheets(1).UsedRange
.Value = .Value 'converts formulas to values
End With
'Spara ny bok
JourschemaBook.SaveAs Filename:=fName, FileFormat:=xlOpenXMLWorkbook

End Sub
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APPENDIX J: CODE FOR COMMUNICATIONS TOOL PROTOTYPE
HTML/PHP
INDEX.PHP
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html;charset=utf-8">
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"
href="bootstrap/css/bootstrap.min.css" />
<script type="text/javascript" src="angular.min.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="app.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="comments.js"></script>
</head>
<body ng-app="schedule-app">
<div style="float:left;width:45%;margin-left:5%">
<section ng-controller="ViewController as view">
<ul class="nav nav-pills">
<li ng-class="{ active:view.isSet(1) }">
<a href ng-click="view.setview(1)">Veckovy</a>
</li>
<li ng-class="{ active:view.isSet(2) }">
<a href ng-click="view.setview(2)">Månadsvy</a>
</li>
<li ng-class="{ active:view.isSet(3) }">
<a href ng-click="view.setview(3)">Jourlista</a>
</li>
</ul>
<img ng-src="{{view.currentView + '.jpeg'}}" />
</div>
<div ng-controller="CommentController as commentCtrl"
style="float:left;width:45%">
<div ng-click="commentCtrl.loginout()">
Testa inloggning
</div>
<comments-list></comments-list>
<add-comment-form></add-comment-form>
</div>
</body>
</html>

LOGIN - FORM .HTML

<iframe src="sink.html" name="sink"
style="display:none"></iframe>
<form name="loginForm"
action="sink.html" target="sink" method="post"
ng-controller="LoginController"
ng-submit="login(credentials)"
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novalidate form-autofill-fix>
<label for="username">Username:</label>
<input type="text" id="username"
ng-model="credentials.username">
<label for="password">Password:</label>
<input type="password" id="password"
ng-model="credentials.password">
<button type="submit">Login</button>
</form>

ADD-COMMENT-FORM.HTML
<form name="commentForm" ngsubmit="commentCtrl.addComment(commentCtrl.comments)">
<fieldset class="form-group">
<textarea ng-model="commentCtrl.comment.body" class="form-control"
placeholder="Skriv kommentar..." title="Kommentar"></textarea>
</fieldset>
<fieldset class="form-group">
<input ng-model="commentCtrl.comment.author" type="email"
class="form-control" placeholder="förnamn.efternamn@karolinska.se"
title="Email" />
</fieldset>
<fieldset class="form-group">
<input type="submit" class="btn btn-primary pull-right"
value="Skicka kommentar" />
</fieldset>
</form>

COMMENTS-LIST.HTML
<ul>
<li ng-repeat="comment in commentCtrl.comments track by $index" >
<blockquote>
{{comment.body}}
<cite class="clearfix">--{{comment.author}}</cite>
<input type="checkbox" class="btn btn-primary pull-left" ngmodel="comment.resolved" ng-click="commentCtrl.resolveComment(comment)" ngshow="commentCtrl.admin" />
<ul>
<li ng-repeat="answer in comment.answers">
<blockquote>
{{answer.body}}
<cite class="clearfix">--{{answer.author}}</cite>
</blockquote>
</li>
</ul>
<div>
<input type="submit" class="btn btn-primary" value="Kommentera"
ng-click="show = !show" ng-hide="show" />
</div>
<form name="answerForm" ngsubmit="commentCtrl.addAnswer(comment)" ng-show="show" >
<fieldset class="form-group">
<textarea ng-model="commentCtrl.answer.body" class="formcontrol" placeholder="Skriv kommentar..." title="Kommentar"></textarea>
</fieldset>
<fieldset class="form-group">
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<input ng-model="commentCtrl.answer.author" type="email"
class="form-control" placeholder="förnamn.efternamn@karolinska.se"
title="Email" />
</fieldset>
<fieldset class="form-group">
<input type="submit" class="btn btn-primary pull-right"
value="Skicka Kommentar" ng-click="show = !show" />
</fieldset>
</form>
</blockquote>
</li>
</ul>

POSTS.HTML
<ul>
<li ng-repeat="comment in commentCtrl.comments track by $index" >
<blockquote>
{{comment.body}}
<cite class="clearfix">--{{comment.author}}</cite>
<input type="checkbox" class="btn btn-primary pull-left" ngmodel="comment.resolved" ng-click="commentCtrl.resolveComment(comment)" ngshow="commentCtrl.admin" />
<ul>
<li ng-repeat="answer in comment.answers">
<blockquote>
{{answer.body}}
<cite class="clearfix">--{{answer.author}}</cite>
</blockquote>
</li>
<input type="submit" class="btn btn-primary pull-right"
value="Kommentera" ng-click="show = !show" ng-hide="show" />
<form name="answerForm" ngsubmit="commentCtrl.addAnswer(comment)" ng-show="show" >
<fieldset class="form-group">
<textarea ng-model="commentCtrl.answer.body" class="formcontrol" placeholder="Skriv kommentar..." title="Kommentar"></textarea>
</fieldset>
<fieldset class="form-group">
<input ng-model="commentCtrl.answer.author" type="email"
class="form-control" placeholder="förnamn.efternamn@karolinska.se"
title="Email" />
</fieldset>
<fieldset class="form-group">
<input type="submit" class="btn btn-primary pull-right"
value="Skicka Kommentar" ng-click="show = !show" />
</fieldset>
</form>
</ul>
</blockquote>
</li>
</ul>

ANGULARJS
APP.JS
(function() {
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var app = angular.module('schedule-app', []);
// app.controller('ApplicationController', function (USER_ROLES,
AuthService) {
//
$scope.currentUser = null;
//
$scope.userRoles = USER_ROLES;
//
$scope.isAuthorized = AuthService.isAuthorized;
//
$scope.setCurrentUser = function (user) {
//
$scope.currentUser = user;
//
};
// });
// app.controller('LoginController', function ($scope, $rootScope,
AUTH_EVENTS, AuthService) {
//
$scope.credentials = {
//
username: '',
//
password: ''
//
};
//
$scope.login = function (credentials) {
//
AuthService.login(credentials).then(function (user) {
//
$rootScope.$broadcast(AUTH_EVENTS.loginSuccess);
//
$scope.setCurrentUser(user);
//
}, function () {
//
$rootScope.$broadcast(AUTH_EVENTS.loginFailed);
//
});
//
};
// });
// app.factory('AuthService', function ($http, Session) {
//
var authService = {};
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

authService.login = function (credentials) {
return $http
.post('/fake-login.php', credentials)
.then(function (res) {
Session.create(res.data.id, res.data.user.id,
res.data.user.role);
return res.data.user;
});
};

//
//
//

authService.isAuthenticated = function () {
return !!Session.userId;
};

//
//
//
//
//
//
//

authService.isAuthorized = function (authorizedRoles) {
if (!angular.isArray(authorizedRoles)) {
authorizedRoles = [authorizedRoles];
}
return (authService.isAuthenticated() &&
authorizedRoles.indexOf(Session.userRole) !== -1);
};

//
return authService;
// });
// app.service('Session', function () {
//
this.create = function (sessionId, userId, userRole) {
//
this.id = sessionId;
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//
this.userId = userId;
//
this.userRole = userRole;
//
};
//
this.destroy = function () {
//
this.id = null;
//
this.userId = null;
//
this.userRole = null;
//
};
// });
})();

COMMENTS.JS
(function() {
var app = angular.module('schedule-app', []);
app.controller('CommentController', [ '$http', function($http) {
this.comment = {answers:[]};
this.answer = {};
this.comments = [];
this.admin = false;
var controllerScope = this;
this.loginout = function(){
this.admin = !this.admin;
$http.post('login.php', 'sommarkollo');
window.alert("User was logged in");
};
$http.get('get_all_comments.php').success(
function(data){
controllerScope.comments = data;
console.log(data);
}
);
this.addAnswer = function(comment){
comment.answers.push(this.answer);
$http.post('edit_comment.php', comment).success(function(data) {
null;
});
this.answer = {}
}
this.resolveComment = function(comment){
$http.post('edit_comment.php', comment).success(function(data) {
null;
});
};
this.addComment = function(){
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this.comments.push(this.comment);
$http.post('add_comment.php', this.comment).success(function(data) {
null;
});
this.comment = {};
};
console.log(this);
}]);
// app.controller('ViewController', [function() {
//
this.currentView = 1;
//
//
//

this.setView = function(id){
this.currentView = id;
};

//
//
//

this.isSet = function(id){
return id === this.currentView;
};

// }]);
app.directive('commentsList', function(){
return{
restrict:'E',
templateUrl: 'comments-list.html'
};
});
app.directive('addCommentForm', function(){
return {
restrict: 'E',
templateUrl: 'add-comment-form.html'
};
});
})();

SCHEDULE .JS
(function() {
var app = angular.module('schedule-app', []);
app.controller('ViewController', [function() {
this.currentView = 1;
this.setView = function(id){
this.currentView = id;
};
this.isSet = function(id){
return id === this.currentView;
};
}]);
})();
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PHP BACK-END
CONNECT_TO_DB.PHP
<?php
session_start();
if(isset($_SESSION["access"]) && $_SESSION["access"]){
$m = new MongoClient();
$db = $m->eroldb;
$collection = $db->comments;
} else
{

header("Loation: http://test.se");
die();

}
?>

LOGIN.PHP
<?php
session_start();
$_SESSION["access"] = false;
$password = file_get_contents("php://input");
$m = new MongoClient();
$logincollection = $m->eroldb->login;
$result = $logincollection->findOne(array( 'password' => $password));
// TERRIBLE CODE! MUST CHANGE!!!
if($result === NULL){
die();
}else{
$_SESSION["access"] = true;
$_SESSION["auth_level"] = $result["auth_level"];
}
?>

GET_ALL_COMMENTS .PHP
<?php
require_once 'connect_to_db.php';
$cursor = $collection->find();
echo json_encode(iterator_to_array($cursor, false));
?>
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ADD_COMMENT.PHP
<?php
$comment = json_decode(file_get_contents("php://input"));
require_once 'connect_to_db.php';
$cursor = $collection->insert($comment);
?>

EDIT_COMMENT.PHP
<?php
$comment = json_decode(file_get_contents("php://input"));
require_once 'connect_to_db.php';
$id = $comment->_id->{'$id'};
unset($comment->_id);
$collection->update(array('_id'=>new MongoId($id)), $comment);
?>
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